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i, EXEGUTIVE SUMMARY

_ ' The proposed merger of the Atchlsr_, Topeka and Santa Fe (ATSF) and Southern_a

pacific Transportation Company (SPT) tall operations will result in tall

traffic i_creases in some corridors. The Environmental Assessment prepared
,, by the Interstate Commerce Commission on November iI, 1986 evaluated the
b_ corridors where the rail traffic or tonnage will increase significantly and

identified a number of corridors in which there could be significant noise

impact, On further examination, it was found that four of the corridors
,.._ warranted more detailed study because of the potential noise impact from the

increase in tall traffic,

The four corridors evaluated were Richmond - Lathrop, California; Warm
'_ Springs - San Jose, California; Mobest - Phoenix, Arizona; and Dallas -

Wylie, Texas, Site investigations were made of the four corridors.
ma_

_i Considering the number of noise sensitive land uses within the noise impactcorridor and the projected increase in the volume of train traffic, merger-
related noise impact is expected to be minimal for three of the corridors.

,,_ AS a result, detailed noise measurements and projections were not performed

{_ for the Warm Springs o San Jose, Mobest - Phoenix, or Dallas - Wylie
-- corridors. In contrast, there are a large number of residences that are

_" affected by railroad noise in the Richmond - Lathrop corridor and the number
_,l could change dramatically with the proposed merger of operations. The

_ existing and future noise impacts in this corridor were studied in detail.
-i

}_ "The analysis focused on determining the number of residential units (single
family houses, town houses, apartments, etc.) and schools at which the

[_ Community Noise Equivalen_ Level (CNEL)* would exceed 65 dBA and the change
in =he nu_nber of sensitive receptors within the 66 dBA contour due to the

[_, proposed tall traffic changes. Because the proposed change will move ATSF
trains to the SPT tracks, there will be a significant increase in the number
of trains on the SPT tracks and an increas_ in the noise levels along the

I_ SPT tr_eks, A positive effect will be the reduction in the noise levelsalong the ATSF tracks. We also analyzed the potential impact of ground-
borne vibration from train operations on the historic dlstrlct.of Tracy.
The conclusion of the analysis was that there is very little prohabillty

that ground-borne vibration will damage any buildings in the historicdistrict,

a Four different train traffic scenarios were evaluated for the Richmond -

Lathrop corridor:

bm

*CNEL is used in California for evaluating community noise. It
_ includes a 5 dBA penalty for noises d_rlng the evening hours of 7 p,m. to

i0 p,m, and a iO dgA penalty for noises during the nighttime hours of
i0 p,m, to 7 a.m, The Day-Night Equivalent Level (Ldn) was used for the
Environmental Assessment. CNEL is rarely more than 0.5 dgA higher than Ldn,
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Case i, Existing Condition: Existing rall =raffia based on the 1985

_ average =raffle levels.

Case 2, 1986 Opera=Ions Plan: Future tall traffic based on 110% of the
updated operations plan, This is the most likely scenario based

_ ! on =he existing traffic conditions.

Case 3. 1984 SPT-ATSF Merged Operations Plan: Traffic projecclons based on

the 1984 block plan from the original merger application,

Case 4: _orst Case: Assumes most likely scenario (Case 2) plus granting of
the proposed trackage rights of the Denver & Rio Grand Western and
Union Pacific.

• The 1984 merger plan, which was included in the applicant's 1984 bleak plan,
d 'i was _he basis of the Environmental Assessment. The 1986 plan revises the
_4 traffic projections downward to reflect present operations. The Amtrak

trains using the ATSF and SPT tracks were included in all of the analyses,

i_ although, there are very few locations where the existence of the _trak
trains has a measurable effect on the distance to the DNEL 65 dBA contour,

The noise projections were based on standard models of train noise

:i I" calibrated using measurements of train noise in the Richmond - Lathrop
corridor. The projections included the effect of number of trains, train
speed, train length, number of locomotives, excess ground .ttenuatlon,

I_ atmospherle absorption, and shielding. A typical source of shielding is arow of houses between the railroad tracks and the observer, T_e model was

found to _Iv& reasonable agreemen= wlch the community noise survey results,

The noise survey consisted of continuous monltorlng over a 24-hour period at

21 locations within =he corrldor.

The final resul_s of our analysis show nhe followln_ number of residentlal
_._ unl=s within the CNEL 65 dBA contour for the various scenarios:

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESIDENCES
I"
_,& SPT 6TSF TOT6L

Case i: Existing 288 493 779
,;e

Case 2:1986 Plan 796 12 768

Case 3:1984 Plan 887 12 899

., Case 4: Worst Case 892 12 90_

U

N
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PERCENT CHANGE IN NUMBER OF RESIDENCES

_ FROM EXISTING CONDITIONS (CASE I)
i •
....._ SPT ATSF TOTAL

Case 2:1986 Plan 164% -08% -1%

!i Case 3:1984 Plan 210% -98% 15%

Case 4: Worst Case 212% -98% 16%

_3 With the proposed changes in distribution of rail traffic, there would be
very few trains using the existing ATSF lines in the Richmond - Imthrop

:7 corridor for Cases 2, 3 and 4. The analysis shows that far these cases, nhe
-J number of residences within the CNEL 65 dBA contour will drop from 493 to

12, a 98% reduction. One option that has no= been specifically addressed is
leaving all of the ATSF =rains on the existing ATSF line. With =he

_'_ projected growth in traffic, the number of residences along the ATSF lids
,_ within the 65 dBA CNEL con=our would increase from 493 to 502, an

insignificant 2% increase.

•
_e The proposed operations plan would dramatically increase the number of

residences along the SPT tracks =hat are within =he CNEL 65 dBA contour.

_s _ The increase is projected to range from 164% to 212% depending on _he

I 4)_,"D_ sc�nario This represents an increase of 470 to 606 residences that will he_ winhin =he CNEL 65 dBA contour.

i_ The projections show relatively small changes in the _otal number of
:_ _ residences within the CNEL 65 dDA contour for all three of the cases

analyzed. Case 2, =he most likely scenario, shows a 1% decrease. Cases 3
and 4 show a 15% and 16% increase, respectively. As would be expected, the

i! merged operations plan would act to transfer _he adverse noise impact from
the ATSF llne =o the SPT llne leaving the total impact for the corridor

. approximately constant.

_ A final part of our analysis was to analyze mitigation measures =hat can be
_: used to minimize the noise impact. The SPT track sections analyzed include
i:: '* Pinole Point to Hercules, Pittsburg, Annloch, and Ttaoy. The noise

_i'_ mitigation options we have evaluated are sound barriers, and operational and
. schedule chanses. CNEL, the desorlp_or used _o evaluate the noise impact,
i includes a 5 dE penalty for noises during the evening hours and i0 dB
_:_I'_ penalty for noises during the nlght_ime hours. Reducing the number ofr1_

{_ _ nighttime trains will significantly reduce the levels of CNEL. This is not

i. expected to be a practical option for the railroad_, Operational changes
!' i_a such as reducing speeds will provide very little benefit and are not
!: ' ' recommended.

The most practical method of controlling _he noise impact from =rains is =he
constructlon of noise barriers along the railroad right-of-way, Barriers
are widely used in California =o preteen new residential developments from
highway noise and, to a lesser degree, from railroad noise. To be effective

_ at reducing the locomotive exhaust and fan noise, a sound harrier must be at

?
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least 12 ft above the top-of-tall elevation. Depending on =he specific

_ topography, =his usually means that _he barrier must be 13 _o 15 ft high in
_._ order to provide significant noise reduction (5-10 dBA).

The areas where barriers will provide substantial benefit are shown in: Section 6, With 25,500 ft of barrier placed as shoWn in Set=ion 6, =be
i., noise impact along the four track segments evaluated would be less than the

present level of impact, With barriers, the to=el number of residences
"_ inside the CNEL 65 dBA contour are projected to be:

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESIDENCES

(sound barriers for Gases 2, 3 & 4)

q_ ATSF TOIA5

e_ Case i; Existing 286 493 779

Case 2:1986 Plan 398 12 410

i_ case3:198_Plan so3 12 515Case 4: Worst Case 5_0 12 552

I' I: PERCENT CHANGE IN N_HBER OF RESIDENCES
(fu=uce with sound barriers compared co

, existing without sound barriers)

Case 2:1986 Plan 39% -98% -47%

_ I:_ Case 3:1984 Plan 76% -98% -84%

Case 4: Worst Case 89% -98% -29%

The conclusion from these results is that sound barriers can effectively
reduce the noise impact from =he increased train traffic alonE the EPT
tracks, The numbers for =he ATSF Cracks have not changed from _he previous

i';_.¢ cable. Some observations about =he level qf noise impact assuming the
_¢ implementation of the barmlers are:

. o The corridor wide impact will be reduced below the present level.
o There will be some shifting of impact from the ATSF tracks =o the SPT

tracks. Even with =he barriers, =he number of residents along the SPT

tracks that a_e within the 65 dBA contour will increase significantly,

: o Our summary numbers on the beneflt of noise harriers only include the
cR residences within the 65 dBA contour which generally means =he flrs_

t_ row of houses. There also will be s_gnifiean= benefit for some
residences beyond _he first rows of houses.
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2. INTKODUCTION

d _ .2.1 Project Scope

This report summarizes the detailed analysis .of noise impac= that will

result from the proposed merger of =he Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
_., Company (ATSF) and the Southern Pacific Transportation Company (SPT), Four

of the corridors identified in the November ll, 1985 environmental

,% assessment prepared by the U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) have
_ _ been evaluated. The selected segments are:

I. Kichmond-Lathrop, CA: In this corridor the SPT and ATSF tracks are
roughly parallel, The proposed plan is to shift the ATSF trains to she

,-_ SPT llne. The SPT line would be upgraded with new track, ties,
sidings, and signals, On much of the SPT line the =raffle would be

drams=ically increased. A counter balancing effect is removing the
}._ traffic from the ATSF lines. Applicants have proposed to abandon a

portion of the line between Richmond and Martinez (=hrough Franklin
Canyon) and discontinue service on portions of the ATSF Delta Line

I_ between Antioch and Stockton. Figure 1 is a regional map of thiscorridor.

i_ 2. Warm Sprlnss-San Jose, CA: This corridor is projected to have moretrains because of an increase in shipments to and from the General

Motors-Toyota plant in Warm Springs,

[_ 3, Mobest-Phoenix, AZ: This three mile tall segment in downtown Phoenixis currently used by local trains interchanging cars between the SPT

and ATSF yards. As a result of the merger, this corridor is projected

[,_ tO experience a net increase of six trains per day.
4. Dallas-Wylie, TX: The ATSF route between Dallas and Wylie is projected

to carry four new trains each day, This llne presently handles one
ATSF train and four trackage-rights =rains daily.

These four corridors were selected for more detailed s=udy because
i.a preliminary examination indicated =ha= noise levels along these corridors

%_ had the potential to increase by 5 dBA or more as a result of the merger.
Threshold criteria indicated that either th$ increase in trains or the
expected increase in tonnage moved over she line had the potential to

increase noise levels significantly.

The purpose of the present study is to look at all four of the rail
•_ corridors and determine the maeni=ude of the noise impact. For th_ Warm
_,_ Springs - San Jose, Hobos= - Phoenix, and Dallas - Wylie corridors, the site

investigation and the increases in rail traffic and to=el tonnage indicate

that there will not be a significant increase in the noise impact, In

contrast, - Lathrop corridor indicated the
the evaluation of the Richmond

po=ential for significant impact on several hundred residences. AS a
result, this study focuses on providing a detailed evaluation of the noise
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impact in the Richmond - Lathrop corridor. The evaluation of the Richmond-
"- Lathrop corridor has included detailed measurements of the exls=ing noise

environment and projections of =he noise environment following the proposed
merger, The three remaining corridors were visited and inspected. The

.. evaluation of these si_es has not included measurements Or detailed
projections.

Our study of the Richmond-L_throp corridor has included extensive
_'. measurements of the exlstln_ ambient noise, measurements of the train noise,

,.. detailed projections of the noise along the SPT and ATSF tracks,
inventorying of the noise sensitive land uses _hat will be impacted, and

_. analysis of noise mitigation measures to reduce the Impact. Because of
special concern about some hls_orlcal buildings in Tracy, we also have

"* evaluated the potential for ground-borne vlbraclon from the train operations
in Tracy causing damage to the historical buildings.

2.2 Noise Paramsters

The ooncep_ of noise impact is based on the relarlonshlps between people's
I_ reactions to noise and appropriate physical measures of noise. The

aceep_abillty of a project in terms of noise is related to the magnitude of

i: the noise as well as the number of people dlsnurbed by the noise. A numberof different parameters have been used to describe community noise. One of
the problems has been to find a descriptor that will accurately indicate the

: community disturbance created by different types of noise sources.
Social surveys [2.11 have indicated a good correlation between the
percentage of people highly annoyed by noise from various sources and the

(_ magnitude of the noise outside their residences in terms of the day-nlghtaverage sound level (Ldn) , Because of its high correlation with annoyance,
the Ldn is an appropriate measure for assessing community noise, The

t._ Community Noise gqulvalenr Level (CNEL) is often used in California for

nols¢ assessmen¢ instead of Ldn. Both Ldn and CNEL include a I0 dB penalty
_ for noise during the nighttime hours of i0 p,m. co 7 a.m. In addition, CNEL

includes a 5 dB penal_y for noise during she evening hours of 7 p,m. CO I0

p.m. The Environmental Assessment was based on projections of Ldn; for theassessment of the Richmond - Lathrop corridor all the projections are in

terms of CNEL, Experience with the two metrics has shown =hat there is

rarely more than 0.5 dB difference between the two.
Several noise concepts are Incorporated in the formulation of Ldn and CNEL:

I_ o They are expressed in decibels (dg), which is a measure of soundpressure amplitude; noise levels of 0 dB correspond roughly _o the
threshold of hearing.

o They arm always A-weighted, which is the name of a _requency weighting
scale that de-emphasizes the high and low frequencies of sounds to

correspond _o _he response of the human ear. When A-welghtlng is used,
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the unit is dBA instead of dB. Because Ldn and CNEL are always in

terms of dBA, it is common practice to simply use dB,

!,!
o They are both based on e_er_v average sound levels, sometimes called

the equivalent sound level (Leg), which is numerically equal to the

: I value of a steady sound level that would carry the same sound energy as

•-; does the actual nime-varying sound in the same time period.

_ o They are 2A-hour average sound levels in which, as discussed above,

] nighttime noise levels are penalized by an increase of I0 dB before

calculation "of the 24-hour average. CNEL includes a 5 dB penalty for

_, noise in the evening hours.

_ * Another acoustic parameter that is used extensively in this study is the

Single Event Noise Exposure Level (SENEL), SENEL a measure of the acoustic

energy of an event over the time period that the event noise exceeds the

: _ background noise level. The energy is normalized (compressed) to a one

second "dose" for ease in calculating other measures of noise exposure. The

[_ SENEL of a train pass-by is the sound level nhat would be required for a onesecond event to have the same total acoustic energy as the train pass-by.

"_ The SENEL of an evenn is almost always significantly greater than the

maximum sound level. For example, a sound level of 80 dBA that lasts for 10

seconds would have a SENEL of 90 dBA. If the same 80 dgA sound lasted iO0 i

I._ seconds, the SENEL would be i00 dBA. i

{_ 2,3 Noise Criteria

Nationwide surveys sponsored by the U.S, Environmental Protection Agency

_ [2.2] and the U.S, Department of IIousing and Urban Development [2,1] have
identified specific Ldn values with public health and welfare effects:

_ o Ldn - 55 dBA: satisfactory residential environment; 4 percent of people

highly annoyed.

o Ldn - 65 dBA: threshold for normally unacceptable housing environment;

('-Jl 15 percent of people highly annoyed,

o Ldn - 75 dBA: unacceptable permanent residential environment; 37

,-- percent of people highly annoyed.

_' These conclusions are equally applicable to CNEL levels of 55, 68 and 78

7! dgA. A commonly selected criterion for noise impact is an Ldn threshold of

i I_ 65 dBA. This level is consistent with the noise policy of Federal agencies

such as current Federal Aviation Administration regulations [2.3] as well as

'i the EPA National Strategy for reducing noise through rigorous planning

_ action [2,4], This is also consistent with California Title 25 which

_ requires acoustical studies for any multl-family development in areas where

the CNEL exceeds 60 dBA. In practice, the Title 25 requirements usually

.i

r.6
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results in noise control in the form of either sound barrier walls or extra

"_ sound insulation for the exterior walls when the CNEL exceeds 65 dBA.,!

_i Locations at which a project results in additional people being exposed to

Ldn greater than 75 dg (an unacceptable residential environment) are

generally considered to be severely impacted and high-prlority candidates

for noise mitigation.

In addition to absolute crlteri_, relaclve cri=erla are also approprla=e for

"_ the purpose of noise assessment. Although a deflnire relationship has not •

. , yet been es=abllshed between noise increase and annoyance, it is generally

accepted that an increase greater than 5 dB is noticeable and an increase

- [ greater than 10 dB (corresponding to a subjective doubling of loudness for
steady-state noise) is undesirable.

For the original environmental assessment 12.5], the ICC required that an

a¢oustlcal analysis be carried out for all proposed actions where =he rall

traffic would increase by either 8 trains per day and/or by 100% as measured

by tonnage and/or trains. The analysis determined whether the action would

result in increasing the railroad noise levels, expressed in terms of Ldn ,

r_ by 3 dBA or would result in an Ldn in excess of 65 dBA. In all areas where

these impact crlterla were met, an estimate of the increase in the total

number of residences that' would fall within the 65 dBA was provided.

i_ The evaluation of noise impact in this study has concentrated o_ estimating

the number of dwelling units (houses and apartments) and other noise

sensitive land uses (prlm,rily schools) where _he CNEL exceeds, or will

exceed 65 dgA. In areas where the proposed action will result in a
significant _ncrease in both =he noise level and the number of sensitive

receptors within the CNEL 65 dBA contour, we have evalua=ed noise mitigation

measures that can be applied _o minimize the noise exposure.

2.4 Report organization

The remainder of this report presents _he resul=s of our study. Section 3

summarizes the field survey measurements carried out along the Richmond-

_: . _ Lathrop, CA tall corridor for the purpose of documenting existing noise
levels from trains and other noise sources. The detailed results of the

noise survey are contained in Appendix A. Section 4 describes the noise

{q prediction model that we used and the calibration of _he model using the

measurement data. Section 5 provides details of the noise assessment

methodology and results. The noise contours that were developed for the

entire Richmond - Lathrop corridor are presented in Appendix g (hound

i'! separately). The mitigation of the noise impact in the Richmond - Lathrop

corridor is discussed in Section 6. In Section 7 we present a brief

evaluation of the potential for the vibration from the tall traffic damaging

_ buildings in the Traay Historic Area.

• b
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3. FIELD SURVEY MEASUREMENTS

,,_ Noise measurements were carr'_d out in the Richmond-Lachrop, CA tall

corridor between 31 March and i0 April 1@86. The purpose of these

measurements was to document existing noise levels from trains and othersources at representative nolse-sensltive receptors (e.g, residences,
"' schools, churches,etc.) that may he affected by changes in tall traffic

following the proposed merger. In addlrion to overall noise monitoring,
measurements of noise from individual train passages were obtained in order

_.J to help calibrate the noise prediction model, as discussed in Section 4,

a 3,1 Measurement Locations

Ambient noise measurements were carried out at 21 locations, Figure 1 is a

regional map of the corridor study area indicating the noise measurement
loc_tions. Specific details about the measurement locations are summarized
in Table I. Table 1 includes specific addresses and.distances from the tall

i lines for each site. The measurement locations also are shown on the noise_ contour drawings in Appendix B (bound separately). AS indicated,
measurements were made at locations near both the ATSF and the SPT railroad

lines that run parallel _o each other through the study a_ea, Measurement
I_ sites were selected to be representative of noise-sensltive land use tha_

L_ would most likely be affected by merger related changes in rail traffic.
These changes may result in either increases or decreases in train noise,

i_ depending on location.

3.2 Measurement Methodology

Digital Acoustics Model 607 portable noise monitors were used to
continuously sample the overall, A-weighted sound level during one 24-hour

_ period at each measurement location. The A-weighted sound level, expressed

as dBA, is a single-number measure of sound intensity with weighted
frequency characteristics that correspond to human subjective response to

r_ noise. All noise levels given in this report are in terms of dBA, The

monitors were set to print out hourly data including the equivalent (energy-
average) sound level (Leq), the maxim_n sound level (Lmax) and the
statistical percentile sound levels (Lx) which refer to the sound levels

f_ exceeded x-percent of the time. For example, the level exceeded l-percent
_._ of the time (LI) is often taken to approximate the "maximum" community noise

level and would generally he influenced by train noise. On the other hand,
the level exceeded 90-percent of the time (L�o), which is often considered

to the background noise in a community, would nor be expected _o
represent

be influenced by train noise, For the purposes of noise assessment,

however, the Leq and related descriptors (Ldn and CNEL) are most useful
'"I because they apply re all types of noise sources and can be correlated with

the effects of noise on people.

w
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The hourly Leq data collected at each site were used to compute the 24-hour,
A-weighted, equivalent (energy-average) sound level, Leq(24), as well as the
day-night equiv._lenr sound level, Ldn, and the Community Noise Equivalent
Level, CNEL. As discussed in Section 2,2, the CNEL descriptor has been

adopted by the State of California, and will be used for the purpose ofnoise assessment in this study, l_ is very rare for CNEL to be more than

'-' 0.5 dB higher than Ldn.

_. In addition to obtaining overall community noise levels, the noise monitors
u._ were set to collect data on single events, no_ably train passages. For this

purpose, noise level thresholds and event durations were prescribed such
-_, _het the monitors would compute the Single Event Noise Exposure Level

_ I (SEMEL) for higher level, longer duration noise events (e.g. trains) while
'_ excluding lower level and/or shorter duration events (e.g. motor vehicles).

The SENEL is a time integrated, A-weighted sound level for a single event
_'_ _hat is equivalent in magnitude to a reference signal with a duration of one

second. SENEL provides a measure that accounts for both the magnitude and
duration of a sln_le noise event and that can be used to calculate the

contribution of such events to the overall noise environment, For practicalpurposes, a threshold level that is i0 dB below the maximum even_ level is
sufficient for determining the sampling interval for measurement of SENEL
since lower sound levels do not contribute significantly to =he total sound

_ _ energy. Train log data obtained from ATSF and SPT dispatcher offices were
_s subsequently used to correlate SENEL printouts from the noise monitors with

!,. specific train passages so that the contribution of train noise to the total
, _ noise environment could be determined for each measurement site. This was

{_, done by recalculating the noise levels at each site after taking out the

%,

SENEL attributable co known train psssages.
\

Additionaltrainnoisedata ereoollectedatthemoniooring it.and
L_ _ other locations using Bruel & KJaer (B&K) Model 2230 integrating sound level
i, meters directly or in combination with a Marantz Model 430 cassette tape

recorder, These data were used co help calibrate the noise prediction modelas described in Section 4.

:i ,-- All sound measurement equipment used for the survey conforms =o ANSI

_ Standard Si.4.1971 for Type 1 sound level meters. Calibration of the% -- instruments in the field was carried our before and after each set of

i measurements using an acoustic calibrator (General Radio Model 1567 or B&K
I'_ Type 4230). These calibrations are traceable to the U.S. National Bureau of

:!!_ Standards.
ii

3.3 Measurement Results

The results of the ambient noise measurement survey are summarized in
Table i. In addition to 24-hour noise data, this table lists the address,

_ measurement starting date, and the distance from the railroad tracks, as
' ! well as the number of trains monitored and average train SENEL for each

measurement location. The 24-hour noise data Include Leq(24), Ldn and CNEL
for each location, for the following cases:i?
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i. _otal noise (i,e. including cralns),
2. noise from non-railroad sources (i.e. excluding trains), and

3. noise from trains only.
,_J

Deeailed informaelon, including hourly noise data as well as train noise,
_'_ consist and operational data for each monitoring site, is included in

_ Appendix A of this report.

,_ The results in Table 1 indicate that in terms of CNEL, the total noise
measured at the 21 sites in nhe study area ranged from a low of 58 dBA to a

-- high of 83 dBA. Wlthoue trains, _he CNEL is estimated _0 range between 55

and 72 dBA. The results also suggest that traln noise currently dominates
the noise environment at about one-third of the measurement sites and that

._ non-railroad sources are dominant at about one-thlrd of the sltes, _ At the
remaining one-third of the sites, the contribution of train noise and noise
from other sources appears to he about equal, le is also of interest that,

in all the and GNEL values within 1 dB of each other.
nearly cases, Ldn are

The Lea(24) values are observed to average about 5 dB less ehan the Ldn and
CNEL v_lues. The field survey measurement results presented herein are used

,_ no aid in the assessment of noise impact as described in the succeedlng
sections of this report.

There are a number of signiflcant noise sources in the roll corridor in

_ddltion to the trains to nhe measured levels CNEL and
than contributed of

Ldn. The noise sources include street traffic, aircraft flyovers, local
community activities, and off-road vehicles. The street traffic was
particulary important in the areas such as Brentwood, Byron and Oakley where
the railroad tracks are often located near heavily traveled roads. Even
though these are relatively rural areas, the noise level from the road
traffic often exceeded thor from the railroad tracks, even at the houses

abutting the railroad right-of-way.

It is somewhat unusual for off-road vehicles to be a significant community
;'_ noise source. We observed that in some areas of Pinole and Rodeo it is

relatively common for dirt bikes and small off-road vehicles to use the
railroad right-of-way, particularly in _he afternoon and on weekends. Since

many of these vehicles are poorly muffled, the acoustic energy from the dirt
bikes sometimes exceeded that of the railroad trains.

J
i--_
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Table I. Summary of Noise Neasurements

,q
i._ LOc. Address Starting Le_ L_ CNELI Leq Ldn C_ELI Leq Ldn CNELI Oist to # Avg.

_ste I]neLud_ns Trains) I(Exp_L_ino Trains ) (TPaloS On[y) Track (Ft) Trains SEtJEL

1, 545 Brac_n LanoBI51/E6. 61 67 67 60 64 6{* 56 64 6/* 100 20 95.

Harzlnez (ATSF)
B. 12515scobarSt, 5131156 65 69 69 64 B6 66 59 66 66 12B 52 97

Bartlnez ISPT)

"_Lt 3. 64 Woody{aNEd, 5/31/86 60 65 65 60 65 63 52 62 6B 150 . I 95
*.-,' PlttsNrg ISPT)

4. 186HacHu_'tyBe. 412186 58 63 64 !EB 55 55 57 63 63 140 IB 95
r-_ Hartfnez (ATBF)

;"-' 5. 68 RusseLLDr. /,/BIN 56 55 55 52 5B 56 54 54 54 75 1 104
^ntioch (RPT)

:: ,"_ 6. 301%4,13th st. 412186 64 70 7o-_ 6B 67 67 62 67 67 ;5 12 1B1
g _ Plttgburg (ATSF)

7, 125W, 6th EL, 4/5186 57 60 60 _7 60 60 ...... 600,1105 -.

TpIscy (SPT)8, 62BGary Ave, 415/86 60 82 6B 56 59 6B 58 55 58 _ g 104
Antfoch (SPT)

,i _'_ 9. 1150Bezet St. 413186 65 ?3 ?3 "_ 55 64 64 64 T_ 72 3B/275 30 99
_; _ pInoLe _ATSF/$PT)

IB. 1262SequoiaOlvd 4/4186 59 61 62 59 81 62 39 39 39 130 1 Oa

_. i_ Tracy (SN')
' 11, 9B1Carp|noAve, 416186 59 62 62 56 6B 61 57 57 57 75 1 106

P|ttsburo (SPT)

_ 12. 2047cypress Ave. 414186 76 83 83 _ 62, 68 6B 74 83 83 30 20 11B

_J [m_ pinoLe {SPt)
_ 13. 6613JenBinsWay 417156 64 7D ?O 5_ 5B 59 63 69 69 75 21 99

_] _._ 14. 4 ProspectAve. 417156 61 67 67 52 5R 5E 60 87 67 25B 2B 9;"
Port Costa (SPT)

!i [_ 15. 16061Rewnth Gt. Rl?/_6 61 66 67 61 66 67 44 54 54 200 1 92
L! Lothrop (5PT)

16, 904 Stonto_St. 418156 63 69 69 61 64 65 58 66 67 15B 12 97

iiI ("I SanPab[o (ATSF)
_ I_ 17. BOBBlnd_ard Br. 4/B/88 5B 67 6? 55 B2 62 56 B5 65 13B 13 9_
!_ _ 5odeo (ATSF)

;_i !_ 18. 41475yron 5wy. 4/B/56 69 72 72 ' 68 72 72 61 61 61 1o0 3 105
: ;'] J._ Byron (set)

" 19, 105RayBye, 419186 56 65 B5 5E 65 65 "" ' .... 350 -"
Rorcules (SPT)

20. 155 EdenPl_fns Rd, 419186 61 67 68 50 56 5;' 60 67 67 11B 17 97;: Kn|ght_en (ATSF)

21. 865i_oLnutBLvd. /,/9/56 5B 64 64 52 57 5? 5? 63 65 i 225 5 1B2
( _ Oren_wood (SPT)
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4, NOISE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY

• i,.i A total of 26,000 miles of Crack were evaluated in the original

Environmental Assessment. Through that assessment, four track segments were

identified for more detailed evaluations. The original assessment was based
i: on relatively general 8ssumpmlons regarding the noise levels produced by

'-' railroad trains. For this assessment, a more detailed noise model is

required• Our approach has been to apply documented predicmlon procedures

_= that have been modified mo reflect the noise measurement data collected in

_i mhe Richmond-Lathrop corridor, Basically, we used the measurement data to

calibrate the prediction procedures.

'_ 4.1 Char_cterlstlcs of Train Noise

-- The noise from railroad mrains is the combination of a number of independent

_, noise sources. As a train approaches, the first sounds heard are often the

warning horn and bells at crossing ga:es. As the iocomomlves approach, the

low-frequency noise of :he diesel engine exhaust, the engine cooling fans,
and other locomotive noises are heard, The maximum noise level usually

occurs as the locomotives pass. • Under heavy loads _he exhausm noise will

increase making the low-frequency characteristic of the noise more

{_ noticeable, Once the locomotives have passed, the noise level drops and mhe' noise from the steel wheels of the freight cars rolling on the steel rails

is heard. This noise is referred to as wheel/tall noise, If the track is

i_ Jointed, the characteristic "elickity-clack" noise associated with _rains
_ will be heard, Many tall systems are now installing continuously welded

tall which removes the impact noise am the'rail joints,

Some of. _he characteristics of train noise are:

o The locomotive noise is not strongly dependent on speed. Most of the

,_ locomo_ive noise comes from the exhausm and the cooling fans, both of

_hlch create noise that is dependent on the engine operatlng condition

ramher than train speed.

o Stationary tests of locomotives indicate that the noise level changesapproximately 3 dBA with each change in _hrottle setting. For example,

going from throttle setting 4 to Fhe maximum setting of S will increase

•I_ the noise level by about 12 dgA. We did not observe this noise level

U dependence on mhrottle setting in our field measurements of train noise

in the Eichmond - Lathrop corridor. This is consistent with the

observations of other studies of railroad noise [4.1].

o The level of locbmotlve noise seems to be hemmer correlamed to the

grade rather than to the throttle setting, A recommended adjustment is

f,_ -9 to -4 dBA for a 2% downgrade and a +i to +2 dBA for 2% upgrade

._ [4,1], For up_rades the low-frequency part of the specmrum is more

prominent.

I
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o Freight car noise is strongly dependent on the speed of the cars. A

_ typical assumpnlon is that the level is proportional to 20 log(speed).
,..,__ This means than the freight car noise level will increase 6 dgA for

every doubling of train speed.

o The noise from the freight cars will be lower if the track is welded
;'_ instead of Jointed. Freight cars on poor condition Jointed track will

produce noise levels that are up to I0 dgA higher than if nhe same cars
are on welded track, For good condition jointed track, the difference

, i will be 1 to 3 dBA, Poor comditlon wheels on the roll cars will negate
the benefit of welded track, With poor condition wheels, the levels
will be approximately the same irrespective of the track condition.

[
-- o The relative levels of the noise created by the locomotives and the

freight cars is dependent on the speed. Considering Just the maximum
('-7 noise level, as speed decreases the locomotive noise tends to stay
[_ constant while the freight car noise drops proportionally to 20 log

speed. As a result, the locomotive noise tends to be dominant at lower

I_ speeds and the freight car noise dominant at higher speeds.

:i The noise from the warning horns and crossing gates also can make an
important contribution to the tot_l acoustic energy, These noises are very

site specific and depend on the manner in which the horn is blown by the
train engineer. We observed that in areas such as Pinole, Antioch and

_:_ Pittsburg where the tracks go through residential areas, it is not unusual

I_ for people to be on or near the tracks when trains pass-by, Hence, it is
_ common for the horns to be sounded in these areas even when the train is not

near a crossing, Another factor that affects the occurrence of warning horn
noise is maintenance of the track. During track maintenance when nhere may

be workers on or near the tracks, the train engineers will usually sound thehorn in a more vigorous manner than normal as a safety measure,

!_ Figure 2 illustranes the time history of the A-welghted noise level durlng

U three train pass-bye recorded in the Richmond - La=hrop corridor. The flrs_

example was recorded at Location 4 on MacMurty Drive in Msr=inez. The noise
level rises from the background level to a maximum of approxlmately 82 dBA

as nhe locomotives pass by, The noise from the locomotives is dominant forabout i0 seconds, The noise from Bhe freight cars fluctuates between 74 dgA
and gO dRA, The average freight car noise level is ahoun 77 dgA. The

"I"_ SENEL's for this pass-by are 91 dBA for the locomotives and 95 dgA for nhe

U cars, Although the locomotive noise is 5 dBA higher, the acoustic energy of
the locomotive noise is 4 dBA less than the energy of =he freight car noise,

i _ The second example in Figure 2 is a train passing the crossing at Parr and
Giant Roads in San Pablo, The measuremen_ location was Just over i00 ft
from the track on Parr Road. The bells on the crossing gate create a noise

_'_ level fluctuating around 65 to 70 dBA. The horns sounded as the locomotives
_ _' approach the crossing reached a maxlmum of Just over i00 dBA, The noise

from the locomotives peaked at about 93 dBA and the freight car noise ranged
from 75 to 84 dgA. The train seemed to be accelerating as it passed, which

c

I',!
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would explain the gradual increase in the noise level as the freight cars

pass by.
Li

The SENEL values for example 2 of Figure 2 are:

Horns: 106 dBA
L_ Locomotives: 102 dBA

Cars: 101 dBA

iJ The acoustic energy from the horns, even though they were blown for only a
few saconds_ exceeded that of the rest of the train. This is a typical
train pass-by in that the locomotive acoustic energy is approximately equal

' _ to that of the freight cars.

The third example in Figure 2 is an Amtrak train recorded at Locarlon 13 on

Jenkins Way in Richmond. The noise level rises from a background level of_j about 55 dgA to about 88 dSA. The total event lasts about i0 seconds. Even
though the Amtrak trains are powered by diesel locomotives that are similar
re those used for the freight trains, the locomotive and passenger vehicle

_i noise can not be separated.

_, _ 4.2 Prediction Model

'il
:i The noise level projections of the Environmental Assessment used the

b; I_ prediction methods summarized by Swing and Pies [4.1]. The model separates
the locomotives and freight cars assuming that the locomotives act as
individual point sources and the freight cars act as a finite lensth line

:. source. The method calculates the SENEL at the observer location for each

_i I;_ freight train. The _MgL's for the trains during the three periods of the

_ L_ day (day, evening, night) are then weighted appropriately and combined to

_] give either Ldn or CNEL. In order to perform the initial screening of the
_] i_ affected corridors, relatively general assumptions were made about the train
i: _,J length, distribution through the day, and speed. In addition, it was

assumed that there were no natural or man-made barriers tha_ attenuate theih

'_: noise as it propagates from the railroad tracks.
i:
Ii A more detailed assessment of the noise from the trains is required for theJ

environmental impact evaluation of thls analysis. Our projections have been

based on the following assumptions:
i, The noise from the freight cars and the locomotives can he represented

as two finite length dipole line sources. Peters [4.2) showed that

railroad train noise is well represented as a finite length dipole lineSOUrCe.

2. The relationship between the maximum level (LMAX) and the SENEL for alength of rall cars can be approximated as:

SENEL- LMAX + 10 Iog[(I.5*D+L)/V] -1.6

!, t !_

i,
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where D is the distance (in ft) to the observer, L is the length (in
i,_ ft) of the train, and V is the train speed iD miles/hour, This

relationship, which was take from Saurenman, e_ al [4,3], is based on

i_ the dipole llne source model,

_"_ 3. The freigh_ car LMA X is proportional to 20 loB(speed) and the

locomotive LMI_X does not vary with speed.

-. 4. The attenustlon of LMA X with distance from the track is determined by

the dipole llne source model with adjustments to approximately ac6ount

-- for atmospheric absorption and excess ground attenuation. The

adjustments for atmospheric absorption and ground attenuation were

_- based on the results presented by Kurzwell [4.4].

J_
5, Shielding by one row of houses provides 5 dB of attenuation. This is

based on standard assumptions used for predicting highway noise [4,5]

and two measurements during our survey of th@ noise in front of and

L_ behind a row of houses during train pass-bye. The measurements confirm

I _ that the of 5 dB attenuation is reasonable (seeassumption

Section 4,5).

(_ Using the assumptions listed above, we used a calculation algorithm for
railroad noise which is implemented on an in-house computer syszem, The
inputs to the computer model are:

f_
o the SENEL's or L_tAX'S for a reference train at a reference distance and

speed,

,I_! o the length of the reference train,

o the number of locomotives in the reference train,

i o the average train length, traln speed, and number of locomotives for

I_ zhe train traffic,

e the average number of trains durlng the day, evening and nighttime

- periods, and

o the distances from the zrack for the noise level projections.

For each distance, the model calculates LH_X, SENEL and CNEL.

4.3 Calibration of godel

In the original Environmental Assessment it was necessary to make some

general assumptions about the n_ise levels generated by zhe trains. Because

this study focuses on a single tall corridor, we were able to use train

noise measurements in the corridor to tailor the noise predictions to the
specific tall traffic and operating conditions in the corridor. Table 2

summ_rlzes the train noise measurement daze that was used. The basic

I _ approach was tO normalize all the measurement data to a set of reference
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conditions, Khen calculate the energy average SENEL's for the locomotives

and ears, Unusually high or low values were discarded from _he average.
The average values were Khan used as _he reference train for the
predictions. Following is a summary of the analysis,

_PPRO_C_ _OR AMTRAK TRAIN NOTSE PREDICTIONS

i. The Amtrak traln SENEL values were all normalized to 100 ft from the

_" track, 40 mph, 500 ft _rsin, two locomotives.

2. Two possible assumptions were examined, first mhat the SENEL is
dominated by the locomotives and second tha_ the passenger cars
dominate the SENEL, As can be seen in Figure 2, there is no clear

"-- distinction between the noise levels of the locomoKives and the

.. passenger cats. In the first pass, the passenger vehicle noise was
assumed to be proportion_l to 20 log (speed) and the locomotive noise

•J was assumed _o be independent of speed,

19 3, Based on inspection of _he data. it appeared _han assuming that the
_,_ locomotives were the domlnanK source of noise made the normalized data

more consistent. As a compromise, we used the locomoKive assumpnion

with the L_L%X level assumed to vary as 20 loglspeed ],

I 4, The normalized SENEL's were energy averaged giving 95.7 dBA at iO0 ft
(2 locomotive train at 40 mph). The SENEL's from locations shielded

I! from the track were non included in the energy average, This SENELglves the following reference values for the Amtrak trains:

Max Level: 86.6 dBA

--I_ Speed dependonce: 20 log[speed]
Speed: 40 mph
Reference distance: i00 fc

APPROACH FOR FRETCHT TRATN NOISE PREDICTIONS

"I_ i, The tabulaned SENEL's were normalized to I00 ft from the track and a
_4

reference train 5000 ft long wlth 3 locomotives at 30 mph, For some
train passbys, we obtained separate SENEL's for the loeomo_ives and the

cars, When the SENSL's could no_ be separated, if the train wasshor_e_ than 1500 ft, the SENEL was assumed _o be for locomotives only,
For longer trains the SENEL was assumed to be for the freight cars

only,f_

_'_ 2. The normalized SENEL data were tabulated and any "abnormal" points
ellmlnaKed. High levels were usually el_mlnated because of horns

corruptin B the data, low points were usually due =o partial shielding.

i _, The normalized locomotive and vehicle SENEL's were energy averaged.

!, _ The average SENEL's for the reference train were 99.0 dBA for the

!, .
.i
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frelgh= cars and 97,0 dBA for the locomotives. These levels used to

_, develop the following reference values for the projections:

LOCOMOTIVES FREIGHT CARS

Max Level: 84.8 dBA 78.2 dgA

Length: One locomotive 5000 ft

Speed dependence: none 20 log[speed]

Speed: 30 mph 30 mph

Reference distance: I00 ft I00 ft

4.4 Verlfieatlcn of Prediction Methodology
_4

To develop the projections of train noise, the first step is to estimate the

SENEL for a typical train by adjusting the reference train SENEL to theactual train parameters and observer distance, Figure 3 illustrates the

variacion of SENEL with observer distance for _he reference freight and

,. passenger =rains. To check the projection methodology, we used the derived

L3 freight and passenger train values Co project the CNEL's at each measurement

position. The observed train traffic was used as the input to the model.

We used either train speeds that we derived from on-site observations (e.g.

timing the trains) or speeds derived from event dutaclons in the noisemonitor SENEL summary. The results of this exercise are shown in Table 3.

Eliminating th_ locations where there was only one train pass-by during the

4 messurement period, the projections are generally in good agreemen_ with the

I_ measurements, The projected levels are hi_her than the measurements at
several locations because of partial shielding. A_ other lecaclons the

pro_ected level is significantly lower than the measured level. These are

primarily in areas where the warnlng horns are sounded.

Figure 3 illustrates _he projected SENEL levels for _ypi_al frelght and

t_ Amtrak trains in the Richmond - Lathrop corridor. The values used for the

projected SENEL levels are:

FRETGHT TRAINS AMTRAN TRAINS

I_ LENGTH 3600 ft 640 ft

SPEED 40 mph 40 mph

r'!

NUMBER OF LOCOMOTIVES 3 1.5

These parameters are typical of those used in the projections discussed in

Section 5, The 1.5 locomotives used in the Amtrak projections representshalf _he trains with one locomotive and half with two locomotives. The

projected level of frelght train SENEL is between i and 2 dBA higher with

,_. the existing track than in the future after the track is upgraded. The

upgrading is to include replacing the Jointed track with eonCinuously welded

-- track. To account for this. we have assumed thst the noise from the freight

cars will be 3 dgA lower in the future and the locomotive noise levels will

not change.

, • L,
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The curves in Figure 3 show nhat the typical Am=rak train creates 5-6 dB
-- less acoustic energy than a typical freight train, This means that one
,., freight tra_.n is acoustically equivalent to approximately four Amtrak

trains. Since there are more freight trains nhan Amtrak trains on most of
the lines in the Richmond - Lathrop corridor, it is clear that the noise

from the freight trains dominates the Ldn levels,

Another significant factor ¢h_t can be gleaned from Figure 3 is the rate of
sound attenuation with increasing distance from the track, Going from 20 to

30 ft from the track is projected to reduce the SENEL approxlmaUely 2 dgA.
However, at a distance of 200 ft from the track, it is necessary to increase
the distance to nearly 300 ft before realizing a 2 dBA reduction, This
illustrates that it is difficult to use buffer zones to mitigate noise

'_ problems except in areas close to The noise source,

4,5 Estimates of Shielding by a Row of Houses

The noise measurements Included measurements a_ two locations of theshielding provided by a row of houses. The first measurement was at Jenkins
Way (Location 13), The results showed a'5.3 dHA reduction for an Amtrak
train on the far track and an 11,5 dBA reduction for an Amtrak train on the

near track. The houses along Jenkins Way are tlghtly spaced 20 _o 30 ftapart with 6 f_ fences bridging the gap between the houses."

,_:_ We were able _o perform only one measurement of the shielding of freight
train noise by a row of houses. Two portable sound level meters were used,
one poslCloned in front of the houses i00 ft from the tracks, the second was
positioned 200 ft from the tracks behind the flrsU row of houses. The

SEHEL's of the locomotives and the freight cars were measured at bothlocations. After normalizing the measurements _o the 100 ft position, we
found a reduction of 4,6 dgA for the locomotive noise and 4.7 dBA for the

_I_ freight car noise.

Although these measurements are very limited, they are consistent with tbe
common assumption of 5 dBA attenuation for the first row of houses and 1.5

dgA for each successive row [4.5 I.
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'Li
Table 2. Train Nois_ Heasurement Data

n
HEA$, DlgT SPEED # # LENG, _gH_L

_' _ TnAIN LOC. pATe TIMe F.(._2(HP, ) LOgO eAR (FT) _OCOS CARS TOTAL CO,_E_T

1. IBoF (SPT) 8 411186 I0_43:46 120 07 4000 93.3 93.3 95.9

2. XB-A (SPT) 2 411/88 11:32=20 100 30 I 4_ 99.4 w/horn

3. OB-A (SPT) 2 4/1/68 10;05:11 100 00 2 9 765 91.8
- 2AiPark) 4g 96.0

II 4. ]g-E IA1SF) 1 411/86 15:03:12 100 00 3 15 1170 90.4
IA(grackrr_n La.) 2go 83.6 85,9 87.9

." 5. 02"F (ATSF) 4 412106 12:31;34 140 20 2 78 5310 87.4 95.0 96,1

6. ]O'F (ATSF) 4 4/2/86 15:35=20 140 20 2 06 1160 93.7 91.0 95.8

7A. 00.F (ktSE) 4 41218618:20:23 140 20 2 80 3330 91,2 95.2 96.8 tape rec.

i/ _ 70. XB-F (ATSF) 4 412186 10:16z06 140 20 4 07 1520 90.9 92.7 94,8 tape tee,

9. OD-F (SPT) Bahia 414/86 18140:00 85 20 3 3040 JOO,O 94.0 wlhorn

_! 10. lB.E (ATSFI 00 _/9/86 17180:13 110 53 2 48 3480 96,8 90.7 101.1:. 11. IBoE (OPT) 9 4/3/86 14;32134 873 30 4 100 6442 92.3

12. 00"F (ATSF) 9 413/86 14:37132 30 27 3 75 4760 101.8

'T [z, 13, OB,F (ATGF) 9 413186 10:49:07 30 00 2 0 0 05.2

I|

14. ]B.F (ATSF) 9 413166 16:15:32 30 27 2 0 400 96.6

[_; t5, OB.F (gET) 9 4/3108 16130146 270 44 3 3g 3451 89.2
z

2' 16. OB.A (SET) 9 4/3/86 17;39_44 275 27 1 5 405 02.1
;2

2: [*=_ 17, IB,F (ATSF) 9 4/3106 17149149 30 37 3 20 102.2
_ 16, IB,F (OPT) 11 415106 13115:00 75 20 8 8 700 90,7

z
19, OB,F (ATSF) Pir,oLe 4/5/26 15:13:00 150 40 3 75 8150 10_.8

? I_ (Ho_tara Rec.ctr, 1

_, 20, Og,F (ATSF) Plttsb'g 4/10/_5 14125:00 100 20 3 30 2345 85,0 87.9 89,7
" 12th st,TYork 200 77,0 79,1 81,2 shietdod

l-i 81. Ig-f ($PT_ Trecy 413/86 12;45:00 550 20 4 100 6442 79.6 07,3 80.0 tape rec.
(curve) (squeat)

_ 22. IB-A (OPT) PinoKe 414106 12¢18100 480 40 I 5 425 73,5 t_perec.

(Seavfew SchooK)
F = freight

_i A • kmtrok

i_ t_ XB • In.bound(_e_t bound)
OB • Out-bound least bound)
SPT • trafn on Southern Pacific tracks
ATSF • train on Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe tracks
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I_,_' Table 2. Train Noise Measurement Data (continued)

REAS. DXgr SPEED # # LENG. SEMEL C_HENT

TRAT, LP_, pATq TIMe _ _ LOCOCA._R(FT) LOCOS CA_S TOTA_

_ 23. |B'F (4TSF) PIIlole 4/4/86 13:00100 350 30 2 15 _.5 90,A 94,2 tape reo.(Sear(oN SchOOL)

k 24. ID.F (ATSF) Pinote 4/4/86 14:45;00 270 2 4 _.3 tape rec.
(H_tnra gec.Ctr.1

25. OB.f (ATSF) 9inole 41418615:40:00 270 37 2 20 1040 _.9 93.6 96.3 tape rec,
(H_tar_ Rec.Ctr.)

_J _ 26. 10.A (SPTI Plnote 4/5/86 10:05:00 S70 1 5 425 77.6 tope rec.

LJ (_cmtaraRec.Ctr.)

; 27. 10.F (SPT) Pir_Le 415186_&=o2:o0 5?0 40 2 12 500 _.0 t_pe rec.
(Montara Rec,gtr .)

t_

I_ 20, IB.F (4TSF) PinoLe 4/5/86 14:1.0:00 1_0 44 2 3 09.1 t_pe rec.
{MontarD Rec,gtr.)

_E

29. OB.A (SPTI 1_ 4/7/_ 11:50100 75 40 0 8 680 97.1 tape reo,

30, IB-k (SP_) R(chmond 4/7/06 15;26:00 105 40 2 0 660 97.6 tape r_c.
(Her ton Ave. )

_ _ 31, IO-F (SPTl(hortonRIChmnd,%va,}_/7/8615:52:00 105 32 37 3132 99.1 99.7 102.4 tape rec.

t_ F = freight

A • Amtrnk
i, ]B = In.bound (West bound)

OB = Out.bound (East bound)
"J SPT = train on Southern Pacific tracks

_ ATSF = train on Atchison, Topeka S Santa Fo tracks

,i

! _ I_ ".
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Figure 3. SENEL as a Function of Distance for Freigh_ and Passenger Trains
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5, NOISE ASSESSMENT

5.1 Dallas to Wylie

This tall llne extends front downtown Dallas northeast approximately 23 milesto Wylie, Texas, The llne starts in an industrial section of Dallas moving
to mixed residential and agricultural land uses outside of the Dallas area.
There are a large number of residential units close enough to the tall line

to be affected by train noise,

The llne presently carries one Santa Fe train daily and is projected to

._ carry five Santa Fe/Southern Pacific trains following the merger. In
addition it presently carries four trackage rights trains per day, The

'-" trackage rights trains will not be affected by the merger, With the merger
plan the total number of trains on nhls llne is projected to be 9 trains per

day compared to the present 5 trains per day, Assuming that the futuretrain eonslsts will similar to existing train consists, this increase in

traffic .is expected to increase the Ldn by 2 to 3 dBA on property abutting

the rlght-of-way.
The conclusion is that the increase in the train traffic will result in a

minimal increase in the noise impact to the communities along thls llne.

5.2 Nobest to Phoenix

I_ The Hobest to Phoenix section of concern is a three mile segment presently
used by local trains interchanging cars between the SPT and ATSF yards. In
the future it is projected that this corridor will carry six more trains per

I_ day, Host of the land near the railroad rlght-of-way in this area is used
1_" for industrial or light commercial activities, The principal noise

sensitive land use consists of approximately i0 single family houses that

I._ are about 200 ft from the _rack. The railroad track separates the housesfrom a heavily-traveled, divided road.

The trains using this track segment operate at low speeds and power

settings, As such, the noise from the trains is unlikely to exceed an
Ldn

of 65 dBA at any of the residential units. The noise from traffic on the
surface streets will probably excoed that of the trains, The conclusion of

I_. our site investigation is that the noise impact in this area due to theincreased rail traffic will be minimal,

'_ 5,3 Warm Springs to San Jose

The Warm Springs to San Jose track segment is expected to experiemce an

I! increase in rail traffic because of shipments to and from the General
u- Motors-Toyota plant at Warm Springs, Gonsidering the number of residential

units that will be affected, only ii were found to be within 200 ft of the

I'!
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Crack in the Environmental Assessment, and with t_,e low train speeds and

_, power settings, the increase in the noise impact is judged to be minimal,
L_

5,4 Richmond to Lathrop

The Richmond to Lath_ep corridor was identified in the environmental
assessment as one of the major areas of noise impact following the proposed

merger of SPT and ATSF operations. Figure I is a regional map of the

corridor. As can be seen on this figure, the SPT and ATSF lines are roughlyparallel in this corridor. The study area begins in Richmond, The lines

are close together through Richmond, Pinole and Rodeo. In Hercules, the

lines diverge wlth the ATSF tracks taklng a route through the hills toFranklin Canyon in Southern Hartlnez and the SPT llna continuing to follow

the waterfront. The lines again Join near Port Ghlca8o and are roughly

parallel through Pittsburg and Antioch. In Oakley, the lines diverge with

_ _he ATSF tracks heading due east =awards Stockton and the SPT llne going

I_ southeast to Tracy and La:hrop,

5.4,1 Exls_ing and Future Levels of Rall Traffic

With the proposed operations plan, most of _he traffic will be on the

I_ existing SPT lines, The ATSF lines would be used only for local traffic_! and, iz, soma areas, Amtrak trains. To evaluate the nolse impact of the

operatlon_ merger, we have developed noise assessments for four different

I_ operations scenarios:
Case i, Existing Condition: Noise levels based on the 1985 average train

nrafflc, Since the train traffic during our measurements did no:

{:_ correspond to the yearly average, the measurements were used to
calibrate _he predictlon procedure. The noise levels with ¢he

- existing average levels of rail traffic are based on projections.

Case 2. 1988 Operations Plan: Noise level projections are based on 110% of

_he updated operations plan, For _hls scenario the analysis

included the Amtrak trains on both the SPT Noooeo llne and the

_ ATSF Delta llne,

Case 9. 1984 SPT-ATSF Merged Oparatlons Plan: This scenario uses the

trafflc from the applloant's 1984 block plan, As for Case 2, thenolsa analysis considered the Amtrak trains on both the SPT Hecate

llne and the ATSF Delta llne. This case was analyzed because it

is the traffic level used for the Environmental Assessment of

_, November 1885,

Case 4. _orst Case: This case bases the noise levels on the 1986

_I_ operations plan a_ 110%, and the proposed trackage rights of the

Union Pacific and the Denver & Rio Grand Western, This is

basically a worst case since i_ includes both a growth in traffic

, and trackage rights, The trackage rights primarily affect the SPT

.i
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track segments between Richmond and the cut-off to Roseville east

_ of Harrinez. If only one trackage rights request is approved, the ilevel of traffic would be approximately equal to that assumed for !
Case 3, the 1984 merger plan. .:

For the divided the SPT llne into lO and the ATSF line
analysis we segments

into 5 segments, The average traffic and train speed for each case outlined

above was determined for both freight and passenger traffic. Tables A

through 7 tabulate the assumptions used for the train traffic. The basicassumptions are:

Train Length: The lengths of the trains for Case i, Existing
I I Traffic, were based on observations during the two week field
_'J survey, The average train lengths used in the Case 1 projections

were 3600 ft for the SPT trains and 2000 ft for the ATSF trains.

The projections for the future noise levels used 3600 ft lengthtrains, which is significantly shorter than the 5000 ft train
length used for the analysis of the Environmental Assessment. The
3600 ft long train is more representative of the length of trains

_ in the Richmond - Lathrep corridor,

Number of Locomotives: The number of locomotives pulling a train

_| can have a strong effect on the overall noise level, For Cases Ii?I !_ and 3, we assumed an average of 3 locomotives for each train.
_ This is consistent with the number of locomotives observed during

. thefields rveyandthe1964blookplaoPertheoo0t i oly
! I_ case, Case 2, and the worst case, Case 4, we used an average of
:, 3,5 locomotives.

ill
_:_ I_| Welded Track: Most of the existing SPT and ATSF track in the

_ _. Richmond - Lathrop corridor is Jointed, For the future
projections of Cases 2, 3 and 4, we have assumed that the Jointed

!" track will be replaced with welded track on the SPT llne and that
_ the freight car noise levels will be 3 dgA lower than presently!il

exists,

In all cases we combined the freight train and Amtrak trains in theprojections of CNEL. There were very few locarlons where the Amtrak trains
add significantly to the CNEL. Typically, the Amtrak trains increase the

4 CNEL by less than 0.5 dB.

_ 5.4.2 Noise Pro_ections

,iw The levels of train traffle outlined in Tables 4 through 7 were used to

i_ develop projections of CNEL for the entire Richmond - Lathrop corridor. The
_: a following projections were generated:

i I, The CNEL at 10O ft distance from the track assuming no
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shielding. The results of this analysis are summarized

in Table 8.2, The distance from the track to the CNEL 65 and 75 dgA

contours, The CNEL 55 dBA contour was not included in

the calculation since the field survey showed that the_ ambient noise level exclusive of the trains exceods 55
dBA in most of the corridor, It also was assumed that
non-railroad noise adds at least 1 dBA to the 65 dBA

CNEL contour at all locations, and therefore, the train
noise contribution is actually 64 dBA at the 65 dRA
contour distance. The distances to the contours are

P_, summarized in Table 9,

'- 3. The distance to the CNEL 65 and 75 dBA contours with 5

dBA of attenuation due to shielding, the amount of

• _ shlelding thaC has been assumed for a single row of
i_ houses between the track and the receiver. These

,, distances also are summarized in Table 9.

The noise of the three different tall traffic scenarios
general impac_ can

be understood from the results in Table 9, A common rule of thumb is that

an increase in the ambient noise level that is less than 3 dBA is unlikely
__ J_J¢ to be noticed, an increase of 5 dBA or mo_e will be noticed and is likely to

'I[_ be annoying to some residents, and an increase of I0 dBA or more is likely
to be annoying to many residents,

'_ For this corridor be divided into five
general analysis, the can segments:

(1) SPT line from Richmond to Martlnez, (2) SPT line from _lartinez to Tracy,

(3) SPT llne from Tracy to Lathrop, (4) ATSF llne from Richmond to

Plttsburg, and (5) ATSF line from Pi_tsburg to Knlghtsen. The train noiselevel increase in each segment is discussed below:

[_ SPT-RichmoDd to Martlnez: For Cases 2 and 3 the noise level increase in this:_j area will be marginal at 2 to 4 dBA, With the worst case trackage rlghcs of
Case 4, the projected noise level increase of 5 to 6 dBA would be sufficient
to expect some noise-related complaints. If only one of the trackage rights

requests are grant_d, the no_se level increase will be approximately 3 dBA.

! SPT-Marrlnez to Trscy: For all three of the future cases the noise level

increase along this segment will be significant, ranging from +5 to +8 dgA,
[_ SPT-Trac 7 t_ Lathrop: Fo_ the most likely train traffic levels of Cases 2

i_."!_ and 4, the noise l_vel increase is projected to be a marglnal +2 dBA. A
greater increase (+4 dBA) has been projected for Case 3, primarily due to a
larger number of evening and nlgh_time trains.

LJ ATSF-Richmond to PittsburR: For Cases 2, 3 and 4, the train traffi_ will be

•_ _ removed from this segment ellminatlng the trains as an adverse noise impact,

'I
• i_

J .
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ATS_-Pimtsbur= to KniKh_sen: This segment is projected to carry only Ammrak

[_ trains. As a resulm, future noise levels will decrease 5 to ii dBA.

• _ 5.4,3 Noise Sensitive Land Uses Affected by Train Noise

L_
The dismances to the contours in Table 9 were used to draw noise contours on

aerial phonographs of the Richmond - Lamhrop corridor _n a scale of

400 ft/in, for mhe purpose of counting the number of noise sensitiverecepmors affected, The contours have been transferred from the 400 re/in.

scale aerial photographs to 600 ft/in, scale base maps that were obtained

from Contra Costa and San Joaquln Counties, These drawings are reproducedin Appendix B, which is bound separately, The contours shown in Appendix B
reflect continuation of rall mrafflc on the ATSF llne as a .worsn came"

condition. Because this would not coincide wlmh the projected increase in

[_ rall mrafflc on the SPT llne for Case 4, the buildings located along _heASTF llne outside of the Case 2 conmours were not included in mhe Case 4

inventory.

._ The contours include the effecm of shielding by buildings and terrain and
the noise from major roads (based on our measurements). In most cases, she

shielding by the first mow of houses prevents mhe conmour from reaching mhe

[_ second row of houses. Road noise was found mo be particularly significantin mhe Erentwood mo Tracy area where the SPT tracks parallel Smama Roumes 4

and J4. Referring _o Nap 38 in Appendix B for example, because of mhe noise

* If! _hanfr°mSmat°R°u_e4mh2 contours onthethecOntOumsOntheWesmSideOftheeastsid2, mracksar_cl°merln

The count of residences wlmhln the CNEL 65 dBA contour for each case is

19 summarized in Table i0. Each of the areas where there is a slgnificanmchange in she number of residences affected is discussed below:

Point Pinole to Hercules: There are a number of single familyhouses that are adjacenm to the SPT tracks in this area. l_ith the

increase in mall traffic, the number of houses within the 65 dBA

contour is projected _o increase from 27 to 49 for Case 2 and 69

I_ for Case 4. This area also includes the Seavlew School which islocated bemween the SPT and ATSF tracks. For all of the cases,

she school is pmojecmed mo stay within the 65 dEA contour, On the

poslmlve side, elimination of traffic on the ATSF line willreduce _he number of residences exposed to CNEL above 65 dBA by

178 along this llne,

I,* CrockettPort Costa: A number of residences in Crockett and Port

Costa are close enough to she tracks tq be affected by the

mailroad noise. The number within the 65 dBA contour is projected

_._ to stay the same except for the Worst Case, Case 4. The level of

my mraln traffic in Case 4 is s_fflclent co Just encompass e new set
of houses within the 65 dBA contour.

it

!
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• Pittsburg: In Pitcsburg, the traffic along the SPT tracks is

! _ projected to increase from an average of 2 co an average of over15 trains per day, The are s number of residential properties
chat abut the SPT tracks chat will be affected by the increase in
noise level. The total number within the 65 dBA contour is

projected to increase from 37 to 152. The noise level increasewill also put part of the grounds of Pittsburg's Central Junior

High School within the 65 dBA contour. None of the school

I._ I buildings are wlchln the projected contour. For the future cases,removing the train traffic from the ATSF tracks will reduce the
noise levels at a number of houses in Pittsburg. The total number
near the ATSF tracks within the 65 dgA contour is projected to

decrease from 109 to 12. As a result, the total number of hom_s
in Plttsburg within the 65 dgA contour is expected to increase
from 146 to 164.

Antioch: The situation along the BPT line in Antioch is very
similar to that in Plttsburg, The train traffic on the SPT llne

• _i is pro_ected to increase from an existing level of 2 trains to a
, ['i future level of 15 trains per day, This is projected to put 164

residences chat'abut the rlght-of-wuy within the 65 dgg contour.
Because there are relatively few residences in Antioch that are

_ affected by the noise from the existing ATSF trains, there will
: }j not be a significant noise benefit due to the removal of traffic

from the ATSF tracks.

_'_ Brentwood: grentwood is projected to eMperlence a 7 to 8 dBA
_ increase in CNBL with the _uture train traffic. For Cases 2 and 4

thls noise level increase is projected to increase the number of

I_ residences within the 65 dBA contour from 20 to 30, a relatively_. moderate increase. For Case 3, changes in the day/evenlng/nlght
distribution move the projected CNEL 65 dBg contour out just far
enough to include a large group of houses. Hence, even though the

difference in noise level between Cases 2 and 3 is only 1 dBA, thenumber of houses within the 65 dBA contour is 30 for Case 2 and 80
for Case 3,

U Byron to Tracy: In the relatively rural area from Byron to the
outskirts of Tracy, the number of residences within the 65 dBA
contour is projected to increase from an existing number of 17 to

50 in the future, Host of theme the outskirts of
OVer are on

Traey and are also affected by highway noise,

C Traoy: The number of trains that go through Tracy is projected to- increase from an existing number of 2 per day to a future level of
just over 15 per day, In addition, the large curve in Tracy will

i, I be rebuilt reducing the radius but movlng the tracks closer to
some residences, Reducing the curve radius will reduce the

_m incidence of wheel squeal as trains enter and leave Tracy, The
total number of residences within the 65 dBA contour is pro_ected

!
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re go from zero now to over 80 with the new levels of stain

traffic,
Referring to the subtotal and total lines of Table I0, she effect of the
changes in operations is a significant increase in the noise impact along

the SPT lines and a virtual elimination of the train related noise impactalong the ATSF lines. The tosal number of houses within the CNEL 65 dgA

contour decreases slightly for the traffic levels of Case 2 and increases
" slightly for the traffic projections of Case 3 and 4.

Residential dwellings represent the major noise sensitive land use that is
affected by the =ralns in the Richmond - Lathrop corridor. We also have

identified seven schools, which are impacted by the train noise. The
schools, and the impact for each case analyzed are summarized in Table ii.
Most of the school buildings are far enodgh from the tracks to he outside

the 65 dBA CNEL contour for all four cases, The primary exception is theSea View Elementary School which is loca_ed between the ATSF and SPT tracks
in Pinule, This school building is within the 65 dBA contour for all four

cases. The only other exception is the Bay Vista Elementary School in

I: Rodeo. At this location, the school building is within the 65 dgA contour
for the worst case scenarlo only (Case 4).

Ig

|_ 5,4,4 Impact of Warnln E Horns and Crossing Gate Bells

The noise from warning horn and crossing gate bells can he a major so_rce of
community noise near tall lines. To illustrate the effect that these noises

[-_ have on the CNEL in a residential area near a crossing, we have analyzed one
crossing gate area in detail, The crossing selected is Railroad Avenue at

I_ Bhe SPT tracks in Pitcsburg. We developed estimates of the CNEL a_ =hecrossln_ with and wlthouc the noise from the warnlnE horns using the levels

of train traffic from Case 2, the most likely future case.

=o the horns, we modeled the horns as
To estimate the noise levels due train

moving point sources. Based on our field observations, we assumed that

the horn blowing starts at 750 ft from the crossing and continues in an

intermittent manner until the crossing is reached. (There are signals forthe engineers to ssar_ blowing the horn when they are i/4 mile from tbe
crossing; our observation was that the horn was not usually sounded until

1/8 mile before the crossing,) The horns have a maximum level of 105 dBA at
a distance of I00 ft; however, we observed that they are not usually blown
at full power. To account for the less than full power horn blasts, we
assumed a maximum level of 100 dBA at a distance of 100 ft, These

li p_ocedures give a reasonable estimase of the 5ENEL for a typical horn blass;
however, there is a wide variation in the manner in which the horns are

blown.

_ Figure 4 illustrates the CNEL 65 dBA contours with and without the horn
noise, The horn noise causes a slgnlflcan_ bulging in the contours at
Railroad Avenue. The bulEe is non-s_nmetrlcal because of the shielding

; .w
,!
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provided by the buildings to the northwest and southeast of the crossing,

ii_ The effect of the hnrn noise is localized to about i000 ft on either side of_:_ the crossing, This crossing was selected for analysi since there are.
i single family houses that are affected by the horn noise, The analysis

shows an increase of 7 houses within the 65 dBA CNEL contour when the horn

i!_ noise is included.

.: We also looked at the effect of _he warning be'lls on _he overall noise
_ exposure. The warning bells create noise levels between 70 and 75 dgA at

I00 ft from the crossing. This is sufficient to signal that a train is

6omlng; however, the noise does no= add measurably _o the noise exposure
levels. The acoustic energy from =he bell noise is at least i0 dBA less
than that from a typical freight train or the warning horn.

li

• l

t

i

#,

• lY
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Table 4. Train Assumptions, Case i, Existing Traffic

(F - Freight train, A - Amtrak train)
TRACK SEGMENT NUMBER OF TRAINS LENGTH NUMBER OF SPEED

_ Day Eve. Night (it) LOCOS. (mph)

_. s.RIc_IOND- 4,4 1.0 4.4 3600 3 60 F
r, RICHMOND 6.0 2.0 0.0 640 1..5 60 A

: IS 2. RIC_fOND- 3.6 0.8 3,6 3600 3 60 F
W, PINOLE 6,0 2.0 0.0 640 1.5 60 A

_ _ 3. W. PINOLE- 3.6 0,8 3,6 3600 3 40 F
k_ W, MARTINEZ 6.0 2.0 0.0 640 1.5 40 A [_

_i 4, W, MARTINEZ- 5.8 1.9 5.2 3600 3 30 F

_ E. MARTINEZ 6.0 2,0 0.0 640 1.5 30 A

5. E. MARTINEZ- 2,0 0,4 1.3. 3600 3 40 F
,] i_ PORT CHICAGO 3.0 1,0 0,0 423 i 40 A

_ _ 6, PORT CHICAGO- 1,0 0,2 0.7 3600 3 40 F
W, PITTSBURO

_ ,_ 7, W, PITTSBURG- 1.0 0,2 0.7 3600 3 40 F
E. PITTSBURG

g. E, PITTSBURG- 1,0 0,2 0.7 3600 3 40 F

_ W.TRACY

9, W. TRACY- 1,0 0.2 0,7 3600 . 3 20 F
E. TRACY

iO. E TRACT- 3.4 0.6 2.2 3600 3 40 FLATHROP

ATSP TRACKS
ii, RICHMOND- 5.3 1.3 6.7 2000 3 55 F

_ W. PINOLE" 12. W. PINOLE-. 5.3 1.3 6.7 2000 3 35 F
E. MARTINEZ

_'_ 13. E._TINEZ" S,3 1.3 6,7 2000 3 4_F

_u PORT CHICAGO

14. PORT CHICAGO- 11.3 1.9 g.6 2000 3 45 F
, E. ANTIOCH 3.0 1.0 0.0 425 i 45 A

15.E AN_zocH- $3 13 6.7 2000 3 s5 P

•_i STOCRTON 3.0 1.0 0.0 43S 1 7_ A

,¢
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Table 5. Train Assumptions, Case 2, 1986 Operating Plan

! _ (F - Frelgh= traln, A - Am_rak train)
I TRACK SEGMENT N_JMBER OF TRAINS LENGTH NUHBER OF SPEED
LI:

_,_ Day Eve. Night (ft) LOCOS. (mph)

_,_':: SPT TRACKS
, i, g, RICHMOND- 6,4 0.8 0,8 3600 3.5 60 F

;I_ RICHMOND 6,0 2.0 0.0 640 1.5 60 A

[[{-_i 2. RICHMOND- 7.3 0.9 IO.0 3600 3.5 60 F
W, PINOLE 6.0 2.0 0,0 640 1.5 60 A

3. W. PINOLE- 7.3 0.9 lO.O 3600 3,5 40 F
I,_ W, MARTINEZ 6.0 2.0 O.0 640 1,5 40 A

,,,_ 4. W. MARTINEZ- 10.7 1.2 I1.9 3600 3.5 30 F

I I E. MARTINEZ 6.0 2,0 0,0 640 1,5 30 A

5,. E, MARTINEZ- i0,7 0,0 4.6 3600 3.5 60 F
PORT CHICAGO 3,0 1,0 O.O 425 1 60 A

6. PORT CHICAGO- 10.7 O,O 4.6 3600 3,5 60 F
W, PITTSBURG 3.0 l.O O.O 425 1 60 A

_' _l 7. W. PITTSBURG- 10.7 0,0 4.6 3600 3.5 45 F

(j E, PITTSBURG 3,0 1.0 0.0 425 1 45 A

, ,;'_ 8, E, PITTSBURO- 10.7 0,0 4.6 3600 3.5 70 F

_ W, TRACY 3,0 1,0 0.0 425 1 79 A

_i _ 9, W, TRACY - 10.7 0,0 4.6 3600 3.5 35 F
, _ E. TRACY 2,0 2,0 0.0 425 1 35 A

!i 10. E TRACY- 10.7 0.0 4.6 3600 3.5 70 F

: _i . LATHROP 2.0 2.0 0.0 425 1 78 A

_'I,,._ ATSF TRACKS

_i ii. RICHMOND .............W. PINOLE

12. W. PINOLE ..............
E. MAKTINEZ

E _I 13. E, MARTINEZ .............
_ _,_ PORT CHICAGO
i]

.:, _ 14. PORT CHICAC0- 3,20,8 1.6 3600 3,_ 45.

_,_ _ E. ANTIOCH 3,0 1.0 0.0 _25 1 45 A

'_ _'_ 15. E. ANTIOCH- 0.6 0.I 0,3 3600 3.5 55 F
h
!; STOCKTON 3.O 1.0 0.0 425 1 79 A

_ ..,

t i :
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Table 6, Train Assumptions, Case 3, 1984 Merger Plan i

(F - Frelgh_ _raln, h - Am_rak train)
TRACK SEGMENT NUMBER OF TRAINS LENGTH NUMBER OF SPEED

Day Ev_. Night (f_) LOCOS. (mph)

SPT TRAC_S
i. S. RICHMOND- 8.3 2,0 12,0 3600 3 60 F

[,,- RICHMOND 6,0 2,0 0 640 1.5 60 A
i ,
i L
_ 2. KICHNOND- 8,3 2.0 12.1 3600 3 60 F

W, PINOLE 6.0 2.0 0.0 640 1.5 60 A

_ 3. W, PINOLE- 8.3 2,0 12.1 3600 3 40 F
_ _ W. MARTINEZ 6.0 2.0 0,0 640 1.5 40 A

4. W, MAKTINEZ- 10.5 1.2 11.7 3600 3 30 F

_ _ E, MARTINEZ 6.0 2,0 0.0 640 1.5 30 A
UJ

;i 5. E. _i_TINEE- 6,6 1,6 6.7 3600 _ 60 F
_! POETCHICAGO 3.0 1,0 0,0 428 1 60 A

:Iii_{.! 6. PORT CHICAGO- 6.6 1.6 6.7 3600 3 60 F
ii' W. PITTSBURG 3,0 1.0 0.0 425 1 60 A

_ _ 7, W. PITTSBURG- 6.6 1.6 6.7 3600 3 45 F

&-_!"[_ ,E" PITTSBURO 3.0 1,0 0,O 425 1 45 A
_, 8. E. PITTSBURG- 6.6 1,6 6.7 3600 3 70 F

_:I _ W. T_GY 3.0 1.0 0.0 _6 I 7_ A

U
! ,i. 9. W. TRACY- 6,6 1,6 6,7 3600 3 35 F

E. TRACY 2.0 2,0 0,O 425 1 35 A

_ i0, E TRACY- 7,4 1.9 7.6 3600 3 70 F_'! LATHROP 2,0 2,0 0,0 425 1 79 A

_,, Ii. RICHMOND .............

_! W. PINOLE

E, MARTINEZ

_ _'_I '_ 13. PORTE'_AETINEEcHICAGO.........

14. POET CHICAGO- 3.2 0.5 1.6 3600 3 45 F

i[ _'i] E, ANTIOCH 3,0 l.O 0,0 425 1 45 A

i i 15. E. ANTIOCH- 0.6 0.i 0,3 3600 3 55 F
STOCKTON 3.0 i,0 0.0 425 1 79 A

I
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Table 7. Train Assumptions, Case 4, Worst Case With Trackage Rights

:_ (F - Freight train, A - A_trak train)

TRACK SEGHENT NUMBER OF TRAINS LENGTH NUMBER OF SPEED

!?-- Day Eve. Night (ft) LOCOS. (mph)

; I_ SPT TRACKS

< I, S. RICHMOND- 9.1 1.3 15.6 3600 3.5 60 F

•_, RIcHMoNo60 20 oo 640 16 60 A
i'_l_ 2._iO_ON_- ,.,1.416.9 3goo 3.s 60 ;
_ W. PINOLE 6.0 2.0 0.0 640 1.5 60 A

_ 3. W. PINOLE- g,9 1.4 16.9 3600 3.5 40 P
i,r -- W. MARTINEZ 6.0 2,0 0,0 640 i.5 40 A

-,,- 4. _, _RTINEE- 16.1 1,9 20., 3gO0 3._ 30 F

_ E. MARTINEZ 6.0 2.0 0,0 640 1.5 30 A
• [;_ 5. E, MARTINEZ- 6.9 0.9 9.5 3600 3.5 60 F

POETOH,OAGO3010 00 026 1 6OA
I'_{,_ 6. PORT CHICAGO- i0,7 0,0 4,6 3600 3.5 60 F
(' W, PITTSBURG 3.0 1.0 0,0 425 I 60 A

' _'i _'_ 7. W, PITTSBURG- 10.7 0.0 4.6 3600 3.5 45 F
_, _ E. PITTSBURG 3.0 1.0 0.0 425 1 45 A

,. [_! 8. E, PITTSBURG- I0.7 0.0 4,6 3600 3.5 70 F
_: _ W. TRACY 3,0 1.0 0,0 425 1 79 A

• _m_ 9. W. TRACY- I0.7 0.0 4.6 3600 3.3 35 F

_! E, TRACY 2.0 2.0 0.0 425 i 35 A

_._i--['7 I0. E TRACY- 10,7 0.0 4,6 3600 3,5 70 F

_:/"_ LATHROP 2.0 2.0 0,0 425 1 79 A

._:!__ ATS_T_CKS
r ii. RICHMOND .........

:_ W, PINOLEM

_,_ 12.W,PINOLE.........
_ E. MARTINEZ

13.E.MARTINEZ.........•7 PORT CHICAGO

14. PORT CHICAGO- 3.2 0.5 1.6 3600 3.5 45 P

f_ _ E, ANTIOCH 3.0 1.0 0.0 425 i 46 A

., 15. E. ANTIOCH- 0.6 0.1 0.3 3600 3.5 55 F
. : STOCKTON 3.0 1.0 0.0 425 1 79 A
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_I_ Table 9, Distances to _he CNEL 65 dBA and 75 dBA Contours

(Numbers in paTen=bases include 5 db of shielding)

DISTANCES FROM RAIL LINE IN FT

_ _'_ EXISTING 1986 PLAN 1984 PLAN WORST CASEL
!'l,J TRACK SEGMENT 65 75 65 75 65 75 65 75

i. S. RICHMOND- 255 30 280 30 350 40 430 55

RICHMOND (110) (125) (150) (185)

li R cHMON - do 45060
W, PINOLE (95) (135) (150) (.195)

_ 3, W. PINOLE- 195 20 310 35 340 40 430 55

I [_ _._nNEZ (7s) (130) (140) (190>
4, W. HARTINEZ- 255 25 320 40 350 35 550 75

_ E._TINEZ (lOS) (16o) (14o) (24o)
5. E. MARTINEZ- 95 i0 200 20 235 25 300 35

PORT CHICAGO (30) (75) (i00) (128)

)_ _ 6, PORT CHICAGO- 45 3 200 20 235 25 200 20W, PITTSBURG (15) (75) (i00) (75)

•, 7. w.PITTS_URG- 4S S 190 20 22S 2S 190 2O÷

67_ E.nTTS_URG (is) (70) (00> <7o)
)] _ 8. E. PITTSBURG- 45 5 200 20 250 25 200 20

'_.' W, TRACT (15) (80) (110) (80)

[! 9. W, TRACT- 40 S 200 15 230 20 190 15E. TRACT (I0) (70) (90) (70)

_ _ I0. E TRACY- 130 IO 210 20 270 30 200 20

..__ LATHROP (45) (80) (115) (80)
%

c_ ATSF T_ACMS

_ ii. RI C_IOND - 240 25 ............

i_ W. PINOLE (95)

)iIj 12 INO E-E.. TINE2S0(00)2O ........
_ 13. E, HARTINEZ- 230 20 ............

PORT CHICAGO (90)_) 14. PORT CHICAGO- 230 25 8_ S 75 S 245 25

_] E, ANTIOCH (90) (25) (25) (i00)L

_i LJ 15. E. ANTIOCH- 200 20 20 -- 20 -- 200 20STOCKTON (75) (8) (5) (75)
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_, Table iO. Noise Impact Inventory of Dwelling Unlcs l

NUMBER OF DUELLING UNITS WITHIN ONEL 65 dHA
_h

p_,, TRACK SEGMENT CASE i CASE 2 CASE'3 CASE 4 .

iii ............................ fSPT TRACKS'

RICHHOND - PT. PINOLE 43 47 56 60

i _ PT, PINOLE - HERCULES 27 C49/ 62 '69V_HERCULES - RODEO 0 "0 0 5
i_ RODEO - D.S, BRIDGE I0 14 14 32

;_ CROCKETT/PORT COSTA 21 21 21 60
MARTINEZ 18 18 18 /323;[4
SHORE ACRES (SPT & ATSF) 24 13 21 24

, W. PITTSBURG (SPT & ATSF) 13 4 E 20

_i PITTSBURO 37 J 152 / . 152 152 1
_ ANTIOCH 0 164 / 164 164_

NEW LOVE-_RENTWOOD 3 17 20* 17

!'_ BRENTWOOD 20 30 80* 30
I_ [_ BRENTWOOD - B_ON O 6 6 6

BYRON 17 33 40* 33
BYRON - TRACy 17 52 60* 52

_,, TRACY . 0 SlY / 98* 81 /
L,, , cY- HANTA o 1 i l

BANTA 7 1S 26 iS
,I _ BANTA - LATHROP 2 8 9 8

_ LATHROP 27 31 31 _I

"_ TOTAL, SPT TRACES 286 756 887 892

RICHMOND • PT, PINOLE 74 O O O

12 f_ PT. PINOLE - HERCULES 178 O O 0

_i _L! HERCULES - ATSF TUNNEL 13 0 O O
MARTINEZ SI 0 0 0
PITTSBURG 10S 12 12 12

_ I;_ ANTIOCH 5 0 O 0
_;'_ OAKLEY 15 0 O O

_ OANLEY - KNIGHTSEN ' 4 0 0 O
'- KNIGHTSEN 6 0 O O

• KNIGHTSEN - CO. LINE 8 0 O 0

_ TOTAL, ATSF TRACKS 493 12 12 12

COMBINED TOTAL 779 768 899 904

_Addi=ional dwelling units affected dus to difference in day/evsning/ni_h_
distribution compared wi_h Cases 2 and 4.

i . .
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i _ Table Ii. Summary of Noise Impact on Schools in the Richmond - Lathrop

i ,_ Corridor

_i TRACK SEGMENT SCHOOL DEGREE OF IMPACT _, CASE

_ SPT TRACKS

i_ p_. _INOLB- HERCULES S_vi_ School 2 2 2 2RODEO - C.S. BRIDGE Bay Vls=a Elem. School O I I 2

J _ PITTSBURG Central Jr High O 1 1 1
ANTIOCH Bidwell School O I 1 1

_: SAN PABLO Lake School I 0 ' 0 0

_'j_F! PITTSBURG Marina Schoal 1 0 0 0

[: _j I_NIGHTSEN Knightsen School 1 O 0 0

::i. . opootRot oss:
0 - CNEL 65 dBA contour does nor include any of the school grounds or

....' _ buildings
1<1

_:_ i - CNEL 65 dgA contour includes at leas_ part of the school grounds

_U 2 - CNEL 65 dBA contour includes at least some of the school buIldinEs

U

¢

::i U
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i_ 6. NOISENIT_GATION

It is clesr from uhe noise assessm,nt in Sectlon 5 that _he proposed mergerof SPT and ATSF operations in _he Richmond-Lathrop corridor will increase
=he ambient noise level end the number of residences within the CNSL 65 dBA

!_9, contour along some segments of the route. There is some balancing of thisU increase by the reduction in the number of residences along the ATSF tracks
[ that will he impacted by _raln noise, 5

!_ We have evaluated noise mltigatlon measures for all stack segments where _he ='iCNEL for the worst.case scenario (Case 4) will increase by 5 dBA or more
with respect to existing conditions (Case I), and the number of residences
inside the CNEL 65 dgA contour will increase by more than 25 units. We have

_i thereby identified four SPT track segments where noise miclgatlon will
result in =he greatest benefit. The segments are Point Pinole to Hercules.
and the track sections through Plctsburg. Antioch and Tracy,

6.1 Noise Hitiga_lon Options

_ As for any noise problem, potential noise control options include (I)
reduction of the noise at the source, (2) control of the noise propagation

path and (3) control of noise at the receiver (i.e. sensitive receptor). In
_ _ general. _olse control as the source is the most desirable approach.

[_ followed by path control. Noise control b_ the receiver is least desirable.
and is often not a feasible approach. In the ease of the proposed merger,

there are relatively few practical options available for controlling noisefrom freight and passenger trains. Some of _he general means are discussed
i below.

_' _ I. _olse coD=tel at the source. Noise control at the source can be
achieved by both physical and operational modifications, The former
me_hod requires modlfylng either the locomoslvos and cars re create

_i_$ less noise or modifying the tall end track bed to reduce noise. The

_ proposed operations merger includes upgrading the SPT track to
continuously welded rail. This will reduce the Doles of the freight
cars by a noticeable amount. The reduction has been included in the

projections. Modifying the locomotives and freight cars to reducenoise is an impractical approach since the entire fleet would need to
be refurbished to reduce the noise.

Operational modifications for noise control include reducing the number
of evening and nighttime opera=ions, and operating as reduced speeds.
The flrs_ of these is not expected to be a practical oprlon for the

railroads while the second will provide v_ry llt=le benefit and istherefore not recommended.

I i 2. Path noise control. The most practlcal way of controlling _he noise
• u3 Impast is by installing wayside noise barriers along the railroad

rlght-of-way. Barriers are widely used 'in California to protect new
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residential developments from highway noise and, to a lesser degree,

from railroad noise, An example is the barrier along the northeast

corner of the re_identlal development next to the ATSF tracks in Oakleyat Teakwood Drive.

In order to be effective at reducing the locomotive exhaust and fan

i _ noise, a sound barrier must be at least 12 ft above top-of-tall height.Depending on the specific topography, this usually means that the

_: barrier must he 13 to 15 feet high in order to provide a 5-10 dgA noise
_ reduction, Furthermore, if parallel barriers are required to protect

_iI_ residences on both sides of the rall llne, noise reflection between the
barriers can seriously degrade their acoustical performance. Noise

_i_- reflection between a single barrier and the sides of passing rail cars

_I I can similarly degrade the barrier acoustical performance. In order to

avoid this problem, such barriers may need to be treated on their inner

!ii surfaces with sound-absorptive material, or be angled back (away from _

[i_ the tracks) at least 5 degrees from the vertical, Another limitation

_i _ of wayside barriers is that they cannot extend over grade crossings or

_i turnouts.

ii _ 3. _olse control at t_e receiver, Noise control at the receiver couldinclude treatments such as residential window improvements,

_ construction of noise barriers around residences and the purchase of

i! I_ nolse-impacted property, None of these are expected to be feasible

_i _ options for the railroads,

!i_ _ 6,2 Recommended Mitigation Measures

_! The residential areas along the four track segments have been evaluated to

i! deteroioepracticalnolseco=omeasuresollcasesreducingthe_ number of trains in the nighttime hours will reduce the CNEL, A 6 to 7 dBA

_! reduction will be achieved if there are no nighttime operations, Cutting

_: _1_ the nighttime operations by a factor of 2 will reduce the CNEL by 2 dBA.

The conclusion is that mitigating the noise impact by reducing the number of).

?i nighttime operations will require virtual elimination of nighttime

! operations, It is unlikely that this is a viable option for the railroad.

_,: The most practical noise control option is expected to be _he installation

i:_ of sound barriers along the railroad right-of-way, As discussed in Section

f,,! 6.1, to effectively control the locomotive noise requires that the barriers

i _ extend at least 12 ft above the top-of-rail, We have developed preliminary
noise control recommendations for each of the four track segments identified

,_ ,.., as candidates for noise control. These segments are limited to locations at

_ I i which the construction of noise barriers is feasible, and where such
_J barriers can provide significant benefit, The following paragraphs discuss

ic noise control for each track segment:

_i LJ i, Pt. Pinole-Hercules'. The greatest noise impact along this segment, in
terms of both severity and number of people affected, is expected to

,i r-

:!IL
i
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occur in the vicinity of Cypress Avenue near the Sea View School, The
3200 ft-leng noise barrier indicated in Figure 4 is intended to
minimize noise impact at residences along this street as well as at the'
school itself. The best location to end the battler on the eastern end

depends on the local topography, Cypress Avenue goes up s slight

incline east of the Sea View School and the SPT tracks stay level. Atsome point, the terrain starts to shield the houses from the railroad

tracks, There is no need to continue the barrier beyond this point.

The increase in the CNEL along this corridor is projected to be 2 to 5
_, dBA, depending on the trackage rights that are granted. Without the

trackage rights, the noise level will increase less than 3 dBA, an

amount that is not generally considered a significant increase in the
noise impact. This is an area where it will be particularly important
to work with the community if the noise barrier option is selected. It
is likely that many residents on Cypress Avenue will oppose a barrier_mq

[..! since the barrier would block their view of the Bay.n_

2. Pltrsbur_. Figure 5 indlcates noise barrier segments 2200, 1000 a_d

i_ 3400 ft long, located to minimize noise impact on the south side of the, SPT line through Pirtsburg. Barriers on the north side of the rail
llne are not recommended due to their limited b_neflt. For example,
the overall noise reduction for the residences along Fourteenth St,

I_ would be limited by the noise from traffic on Fourteenth Street and inthe area west of Railroad Avenue, only three residences are impacted.
Therefore, noise barriers at these two locations would not provide

[_ significantben_flt.
3. ADti_eh. Figures 6 and 7 indicate locations for noise barrier

segments, 1400, 2200, 4200 and 2400 ft long, that will minimize noise

impact on both sides of the SPT line in Antioch, Barriers are notrecommended between A Street and L Street where the tall llne is in

cut. Thi_ depressed configuration already provides shielding =o the

residences in _his area. In addition, construction of such.a barrierwould be likely to require the.acquisltion of additional right-of-way,

4. T_c¥, Figure 8 indicates locations for barriers to control the
increase in noise levels a= nearby residences in Tracy, The three
noise battle= segments are 2200, 900 and 2400 ft long,

[_ In addition to residential areas, we have also investigated noise mitigationfor schools, As discussed above, the approximately 3200 ft-long noise
barrier shown in Figure 4 would serve to mitigate noise impact at the Sea

._._ View School, The only other school building that might be _xposed to a CNEL

U above 65 dgA is the Bay Vista Elementary School in Rodeo; noise impact at
this building is anticipated for the worst case scenario only (Case 4).
However, a nolse barrier along the rail llne in this area would not be
expected to provide significant reduction in overall noise at the school due
to traffic noise from San Fable Avenue which runs between the tall llne and
the school,
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'" 8,3 Comparison of Noise Impact With and Without Noise Mitigation

The benefits anticipated ffrom the noise mitigation discussed above aresummarized in Tables 12 and 13 in Terms of the number of residences within

the 65 dBA CNEL contour, Table i_ provides results for the segments where
barriers have been suggested, and Table 13 indicates the results on a

corridor-wldebasis.

The conclusion from these results is chat sound barriers can effectively

control the impact from the increased train traffic along the SPT tracks.The number of residences exposed =o a CNEL above 85 dBA would be reduced by
358, 384 and 352 for Cases 2, 3 and 4, respectively, by incorporation of the

e_ recommended barriers,

'_ compared with exls=ing conditions, the total number of residences within the
CNEL 65 dgA contour will decrease by 393 and 288 (49 and 36 percent) for the

_ 1986 and 1984 oper_tln_ plans (Cases 2 and 3), respectively, with inclusion_[ _ of the recommended barriers. For the worst case with trackage rights (Case
, 4), the total number of impacted residenoQs will increase by 263 (33

_ percent), A very rough rule-of-thumb for the cost of sound barriers is
$15/sq. ft, For a 12 ft'barrier, this translates =o $180 per linear foot of

! barrier, Using this estimate of the cost, The costs and benefits for the
: barriers for the four sections are as follows:

_!l _ Plnolo 3,200 $ 5so,ooo 41 42 35 s14,000 $14,000 $16,000
Pltts_rg 6,600 1,200.000 112 112 11_ 11,000 11,00011,000
Antioch 10,200 1,850,000 132 132 132 14,000 14_000 14,000
Tracy EeSO0 1,000tO00 _ 80 _ I_=000 11_000 1_,000

===

TOTAL 25,500 _,630,000

_ The cost per house protected is somewhat high, _ypically in the range of
$Z4,000 per residence. That is the cost per residence removed from the 55
dgA CNEL contou_ by the noise control measures. The noise control also will

benefit many other residences that are not projected To be within the 65 dBAcontour,
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_: I,! Table 12. Change in Number of Residences Within CNEL 65 dBA Contour with

Noise Control !

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS WITHIN CNEL 65 dBA :_

LO'CATION CASE i CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4

WITHOUT NOISE CONTROL

PT. PINOLE - HERCULES 27 49 62 69

PITTSBURG 37 152 152 152ANTIOCH 0 164 16_ 164
TRACY O 81 98 81

_) _ TOTAL, WITHOUT BAR/%IERS 64 446 476 468
• ):i _i

; WITH NOISE CONTRO_

,,,__ PITTSBURG -- 40 40 40
TI _'_ ANTIOCH -- 32 32 32

i!_ TRACY -- 8 I0 8

:_ TOTAL, WITH BARRIERS -- 88 92 114

5'i

U

!,I

Js

C!
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Table 13, Summary of Number of Residences Winhln CNEL 65 dBA Contour _ith
and Without Sound Barriers

TOIALNUMBER OF RESIDENCES

_ ATSF TOT6L
Case I: Exlsclng 286 493 779

WITHOUT SOUND BARRIERS; Case 2:1986 Plan 756 12 768

Case 3:1984 Plan 887 12 899

Case 4: Wors_ Case 892 12 904
R_T_SOUNNBARRIERS

Case 2:1986 Plan 398 12 &lOCase 3: 198A Plan 503 12 515

Case 4: Worse Case 540 12 552

'[]
_ PERCENT CHANGE IN NUHBER OF RESIDENCES

_ 6TSF TOTAL
i _ITHOUT SOUND BARRIERS

i Case 2:1986 Plan 164% -98% -1%

";' [_ C_se 3:1984 Plan 210% °98% 15%
ImF

Case 4: Wors_ Case 212% -98% 16%

_ I_ _ITH SOUND BARRIERS
;_ _ Case 2:1986 Plan 3_% .98% -47%

'![_!_4 Case 3; 1984 Plan 76% -98% -34%

_! {_ case4:worst C_se 89_ .98% -29%
_T

--- Et
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t l 7, VIBRATION ASSESSMENT

The I November 1985 environmental assessment for the proposed mergerindicated that there is some concern with regard to the effects of vibration
from increased train traffic on a number of offioially designated historic

.. structures in the City of Tracy, CA, These structures are located in the

Jl{.]_ local historic district, Just north of the proposed new rail connection.Conscructlon of the new connection will result in train operations as close

as 200 feet from the nearest National Register building (the West Side Bank

building, located on W, 6th Street),

+.
7.1 Vibration Damage Criteria:r-
Under some circumstances, buildings can ba damaged by severe or prolonged

ground vibration caused by earthquakes, dynamite blasting and the like. Ifr
-'!_I exposed to extremely high levels of ground vibration from such sources, a
IJ building may suffer "major damage," such as serious structural damage, glass

breakage, and serious plaster cracking, For lower levels of vibration,
naturally-occurrlng stress concentrations may be trigEered to failure

I_ minor This is characterized fine plaster
causing damage, typically by
cracking and reopening of old cracks and is generally referred to as
"architectural damage."

_ The U.S, Bureau of Mines has identified ground vibration levels that may
produce damage in residential structures, and recommends a safe limit of 2.0

in./sec peak particle velocity 17.1]. A reassessment of the Bureau of Mines
vibration data by Jatkson (7,2] has determined that the threshold of

architectural damage to buildings occurs at a peak particle velocity of 0.2
in./sec. In the case of historic buildings, the latter threshold is

[_ probably adequate as a simple level, but it may not account for long-termfatigue damage that could occur after many years of exposure to vibration,
In view of this uncertainty, a peak ground vibration velocity of O,08

in./sec is often applied as a conservative architectural damage criterion
for historic structures_ based on German S_andard DIN 4150 [7.3). This
level is low enough that it is extresely unlikely that building damage of
any sort will occur, particularly in areas where buildings are exposed Co

'_ earthquake vibrations without sustaining significant damage.

7.2 Ground-borne Vibration From Trains
Vibration from railroad operations is generated by traln-track interaction
and is transmitted directly from =he track to the underlying soil, The

_, .vibration propagates through the soil to adjacent buildings, resulting invibration of the floors and walls, Parameters which affect building

vibration from trains include train speed and weight, type of suspension
,- system, wheel and tall conditions, soil and foundation characteristics and

the building-to-track distance.

i

l,q

• . ,., . L •. • •
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i Recent measurements of ground vibration from SPT freight train oporstlons in
Los Angeles, CA [7.4] can be used to estimate the levels of train-lnduced

ground vibration at the Tracy historic district, These _ata suggest a 'maximum root-mean-square (rms) ground vihr_tlon velocity of 0,003 in./sec at i
200 feet from continuous welded tall track during a freigh_ train pass-by at "_

20 mph, The levels of ground-borne vibration are expected to be higher at
speeds above 20 mph, Using a conservative estlma_e that ground vibration
level varies approximately in proportion to 20 ioB train speed [7.5], this
corresponds to 0.005 in,/se= (rms) at the proposed 35 mph train speed in

._ Tracy, Assuming a peak-to-rms factor of three, the peak ground vibrationvelocity is estimated to be less _han 0,015 in,/sec a_ the neares_ historic

structur_ in Tracy, Even though this is a conservatlve estimate of the .i
p_, vibration level, it is well below the conservative threshold of

[J archltectural damage. The conclusion is that vihration induced damage is
very unlikely from train operhtlons near the Tracy historic district,

[ _ References

li

7.1 Nlcholls, H,R., Johnson, C.P, and Duvall, W,I., "Blasting Vibrations..._ and Their Effects on Structures," U.S. Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 656
.,- (1971).

I_ 7.2 Jackson, M.W. "Threshold of Damage Due to Ground Motion,"
• l

International Symposium on Wave Propagation and Dynamic Propertles of

: Earth Materials, University of New Mexico, p. 961 (1967),
} -

7.3 German Standards Institute, "Vibrations in Buildlng Construction,"
Draft Revision of DIN 4150 (1971).

[_ 7.4 gaurenman, H.J., "Preliminary Analysis, Freight Train Vibration
_] Measurements in the Mid-Corridor Section, Long Beach-Los Angeles Rall
_ Transit Project," Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc, Technical
?-'if_l Memorandum prepared for the Los Angeles County Transportation

' _ Commission(18August 1985),

7,5 Kurzweil, L.G. and Lotz, R,, "Prediction and Con=tel of Noise and

Vibrahion in Rall Transit Systems," U,S. Departmen_ of TransportationUrban Mass Transportation Administration, Report No. UMTA-_-06-002B-
78-8 (September 1978).
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APPENDIX A: NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA

This appendix contains summaries of the me_ _urement daze obtained at the 21measurement locations. Included for each site is the following information: .,

I, An hourly summary of the Leq , LI, LI0 , LbO , and L90 through the 24 hour

measurement period,

2, The hourly data graphed over the 24 hour period, and

_ 3, A summary of the train SENEL'e and the train parameters assoti_ted with
each SENEL.

, The continuous noise monitors were unattended for most of the measurements.

'-- Hence, it is not possible to positively associate each train with a specific
SENEL. Other noises such as traffic, airplanes, construction noise, and
home use of power tools can create SENEL's that are indistinguishable from

L_ trains. Identifying the trains was a particular problem at Location 9 in
Pinole. Many people seem to use the railroad rlght-of-ways in this area for

_ In riding dirt bikes and other small off-road vehicles, most of which are

U poorly muffled, When we were at these si_es we observed that the off-road

vehicles created noise levels comparable _o the railroad trains.

I_ The train SENEL data were used Co approximate the contribution of the train_i noise to the CNEL, Ldn , and Leq(24 ). All of the information used to
_ estimate the "train only" noise levels and the no_se level descriptors

_. without the train noise is shown with the SENEL data.

}-
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Location 1, 545 Brackman Ln, Martinez ::
(17:003131188to17:004/I/86) _i

90

f,

_, 80-

.t
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;_ _, 70.
_J

t _

II1

:_ 40"
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_j

':,i'j
:iir] 3o I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I

_: 241 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415181718192021222324
i J
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Q Location 2, 1251 EscobarSt., Martinez :i
Oe:ooa/31/e6to_e:oo4/I/e6)

_, 90

, _ 80__

_:_ 70

• <
111

i:i e
.I

:_, 50-
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; 40

?

'rI

3O

241 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213t415161718192021222324

" HourEnding
o LEQ + LI.0 o LIO e L50 x L90
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i:
'-_ Location 2, 1251 Escobar St, Hartinez

Start 18:00 3/31/86

: i.J 8ENEL _nax Duration Max at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF LENGTHJ,

_ (sec) LOCOS, CARS (FT)

i _ 96.0 82.6 60,1 18:49:33 IB-FREIGHT 3 38 2267
-- 93.0 86.1 15,8 21:55:14 OB-AMTRAK 2 13

!: 96.1 86.7 20.4 22:16:07 IB-AMTRAK I 5
:_ _, 91.9 80,7 29.1 22:33:09 OB-FREIGHT 3 17 1547

!_ 96.9 82.8 107.4 23:33:58 IB-FREIGHT 4 59 3476
_! 93.4 84,1 20.1 23:49:39 OB-FREIGHT 4 49 3833

98.9 88.1 38.9 00:57:49 OB-FREIGHT 3 67 4048

I ' 99.6 84.9 92.4 01:51:42 IB-FREIGHT 3 43 5003
96.1 85.7 32.4 05:53:55 OB-FREIGHT 3 33 2970

'_! 97.0 88.9 27.9 07:25:00 IB-FREIGHT 4 77 5092
_: _ 92.4 83.2 19.i 08:20:06 OB-AMTRAK I 5

IJ_:_ 89.7 80,i 21.6 08:57:52 IB-AMTRAK 1 5
_:_ 95.9 84.3 55.5 I0:43:46 IB-FREIGHT 3 23 2081

, _ 99,4 99.0 13.0 Ii:32:22 IB-AMTRAK i 5
I I 91.8 84.0 15.5 12:25:11 OB-AMTRAK 2 9
_a' 90.5 84,6 9.3 14:51:47 IB-AMTRAK 2 9

i_:i 98,1 81,5" 110.4 16:50:47 IB-FREIGHT 4 73 4283

r_ Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 64,9 69,0 68.1 (with trains)

!ii!'":_ Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 63,6 65.6 65.9 (without trains)
c TRAINSONLY

_:!i Leq(24)- 59.0
_i_i_'_ Ldn- 66.3

 6.3
"_i ¢_ 88.0 79.6 I0.9 18:01:37 OB -AMTRAK I 5

i_ _ 97,0 82,8 79.4 19:25:07 OD-FREIGHT 5 59 3135
";_; 103,3 91,5 71.6 19:51:59 IB-FREIOHT 4 55 2132
¢;

': 88.7 . 80,7 13.8 21:17:15 IB-AMTRAK 1 5

i!I _H i01,i 83.9 130.3 21:35:45 IB-FREIGHT 3 39 227694.4 85.4 20.6 22:00:01 OB-AMTRAK 2 ii
95.3 85.3 52.8 23:17:16 OB-FREIGHT 2 33 2984

91,1 81.5 18.0 23:50:47 IB-FREIGHT 3 38 230698.2 86.9 80,9 23:59:59 OB-FREIGHT 2 62 4913
IB-FREIGHT 3 115 6783

99.9 89.5 56.3 O1:40:36 OD-FREIGHT 3 49 2390

IB-FREIGHT 3 33 2383101.6 89.5 117.8 O5:29:13 OB-FREIGHT 3 128 7250
96.0 90.6 29,6 O7:49:57 OB-FREIGHT 3 42 3853

"_ 92.4 84.2 15.9 08:19:29 OB-AMTRAK i 5

? k_
!.
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Location 3, 64 Woodvlew Rd., Pi_sburg
Star_ 19;00 3/31/86%

SENEL I.max Duration Max at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF LENGTH
b

(sac) LOCOS. CARS (FT)

_: _ i00,9 94.3 74,8 06:19:44 OB-FREIGNT 3 53 2978

Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 60,3 65,3 65.4 (with trains)

LJ Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 59.7 63.0 63.1 (wi_hou_ trains)

TRAINS ONLY

_ _ Leq(24)- 51.5
[_ Ldn- 61.5

CNEL- 61.5

-- _ 90.2 87.4 11.3 19:05:41 IB-FKEIGHT _ 4.0 55 2132
98.3 84.9 53.0 19:06:30 IB-FREIGHT 4.0 55 2132

S
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Location4, 186MacMurtyDr.,Martinez
(11:oo4/2/e6to11_oo4/3/a6)
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_ _J Location 4, 186 MacMur_y Dr. , Har_inc:
Start ii:00 4/2/86

SENEL I.max Duration Max at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF HP(see) LOCOS, cARs

_ 96.1 81.0 180.5 12:31:34 EB-FREIGHT 2 78 6000
_.,i 95.8 84.3 59,3 15:35:20 WB-FREIGHT 2 26 6000

94,7 79.9 89.3 18:20:23 EB-FREIGHT 2 80 ....
_" 93.2 80.2 69.6 18:16:06 WB-FREIGHT 4 27 12000

99,8 88.8 110.8 21:22:32 WB-FREIGHT 2 41 600096.4 85.1 79,5 00:00:28 EB-FREIGHT 3 33 8000

94.3 84.2 61,1 02:47:04 EB-FREIGHT 2 21 6000

,' _'_ 95,7 81.5 95,8 04:51:35 EB-FREIGHT 5 39 15000
{J 92,6 82.7 41.9 05:14:34 EB_FREIGHT 5 14 15000

82.7 77.8 11.6 07:17:00 EB-FREIGHT 2 I 4000
91,4 80.4 36.1 07:36:53 EB-FREIGHT 2 13 6000

96,5 91,1 80,5 08:15:53 WB-FREIGHT 2 27 6000
_, Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 57.5 63,2 63,7 (with

Leq,Ldn,CNEL_ 49.6 55.0 55.2 (without trains)

i' TRAINS ONLY

Leq(24)- 56.7

i,. Ldn- 62.5

;ii _ CNEL- 85.0
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Location5, 68 RussellDr.,Antioch
(11:oo412188to11:oo4/31e6)
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Location 5, 68 Russell Dr.. Antioch

" _ S=art ii;00 4/2/86
H

SENEL Lmax Duration Max a_ TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF LENGTH

(see) LOCOS. CARS (FT)

103.8 93.6 108.9 10:45:37 OB-FREIGHT 2 84 5298

Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 56,3 58.2 58,4 (wi=h trains)
Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 51.8 55,9 56.2 (wf_hou_ Trains)

TRAINS ONLY

Leq(24)- 54.4

Ldn- 54,4CNEL- 54.4
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" Location 6, 301 W. 13th SL, Pittsburg
_: _ (10:004/'2/86 to10:004/3/86)

90
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_ _ 60"
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FIGURE'5 ;
# #

: / CANDIDATE NOISE BARRIER

i / LOCATION: PINOLE AREA:'

NOTE: FOR CNEL CONTOURS,

SEE APPENDIX B, MAP 4.

11_:r_! ooo ,ODD 2000 FT
• •
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FIGURE 6
I

•Jo,,s CANDIDATE NOISE BARRIER
_4_VtLLE

LOCATIONS : PITTSSURG
PRODuCT_ i

CO,

NOTE: FOR CNEL CONTOURS. =_

SEE APPENDIX B, MAp 25. : i
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FIGURE 8

CAND DA_E NOISE BARRIER

LOCATIONS :IANTIOCH (EAST)i'
¢0.

NOTE: FOR CNEL CONTOURS,
.t.

SEE APPENDIX B, MAP 84.
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I , Location 6, 301 W. l_th SO., Pfttsburg

' Start iO:00 4/2/86

i 8ENEL _nax Duration Msx at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF HP(sec) LOCOS. CARS
J

i_ F 85.5 89.4 i0.i II:I0:O4 WB-AMTRAK i 5 ....
H 95.4 81,4 75,5 11:40:32 EB-FREIGHT 2 78 6000

103,2 93.6 61,8 15:07:O9 WB-FREIGHT 2 26 6000

102.6 90.2 39.8 18:10:28 WB-FREIGHT 4 27 12000
!

101.4 97.7 23.9 18:30:32 EB -AMTRAK 1 5 ....

98.4 92.7 12.9 20:44:00 WB-AMTRAK 1 5 ....
100.8 88,7 39,3 21:06:34 WB-FREIGHT 2 41 6000

89,_ 79.6 23.0 00:23:54 3 33 8000
EB-FREIGHT

98.4 86.1 37.9 03:05:48 EB-FREIGHT 2 21 6000

i04.0 91.7 37.9 05:06:14 EB-FREIGHT 5 39 15000

[_ 104.4 95,8 65.5 07:59:55 WB- FREIGHT 2 27 6000
96,6 90.7 12.4 08:45:31 EB-AMTRAK 1 6 ....

:, |_ Leq,Ldn,CNEI_- 64.4 70.2 70.4 (with _rai_s)
ii_.l_& Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 60.4 67.3 67.4 (wi_hou_ _ralns)

TRAINS ONLY

_, Leq(24)- 62.2
Ldn- 67.0

CNEL- 67,4
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i

Location 8, 620 Gary Ave., Antioch

Stare 12:00 4/3/86

'_ SENEL imax Duration Max ae TRAIN NO. OF NO, OF LENGTH

• (see) LOGOS. CARS (FT)

104.1 87,7 125,0 13:26:10 IS-FREIGHT 4 I00 6442104.2 87.0 111.6 10:10:09 IB- FREIGHT 2 96 5569

Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 60.0 61,6 61.7 (with trains)

IJ Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 56.1 59,3 59.5 (without trains)

_ TRAINS ONLY

_, Leq(24) N 57.8

Ldn- 57.8t
CNEL- 57.8
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I]HMH Ropo)'t #26(]140-1. 3una 1996

Locafiion9, 1150HazelSt:.,Pinole
03:oo4/3/a6to13:oo4/4/8s]
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_, ATSF-SPT Mergor Nolso Analysis Page 85
14MMH Roport #260140-1 June 1986

i ; Location 9, 1150 Hazel St., Pinolo

Sta_C 13:00 4/3/86

_,_ SENEL Lmnx Duration Hax at TRAIN # # LENGTH HP
(sec) LOCO CARS (FT)

92.3 76.4 125.0 14:32:34 IB-SPT 4 I00 6442iO1.6 91.6 159.6 14:37:32 EB-SF 3 75 9000
82.4 73.3 18.3 14:57:35 IB-AMTK 2 8 680

92,3 64.5 24.8 15:13:17 Maln_.(SF) - --
I_: 85.2 82,0 6.0 15:49:07 EB-LOCo.(SF) 1 O 0

96.6 92.0 15,1 16:15:32 WB-ATSF 2 28 6000

89.2 78.0 67.5 16:30:46 OB-SPT 3 38 3451
_' 82.1 73.9 13.O 17:39:44 OB-AMTK 1 5 425
_" 102.2 96.6 43.6 17:49:49 WB-ATSF 3 28 6000

97.0 82.9 66.1 18:45:04 OB-SPT 4 73 4020
[M 90.2 77.4 35.0 19:25:38 IB-SPT 3 20 1202
4,i 89.5 80.0 21.0 21:15:36 OB-AMTK 2 9 765

84.6 74.9 18.9 21:36:43 IB-AMTK 1 5 425

95.4 79.8 106.8 23:14:42 O8-SPT 4 50 5366IO0.I 88.8 49.4 23:44:21 EB-SF 2 24 4000
96.9 84.3 92.1 00:07:02 OB-SPT 4 62 4753

98,3 81.9 139.3 00:49:04 O8-SPT 3 127 7340
l_I 104,9 97.0 67.1 00:53:37 WE-SF 2 42 6000
J_i 102,5 95.0 106.5 O1:34:O3 NB-SF 2 58 6000

100,3 09.9 42.5 O2:32:01 EB-SF 2 25 6000

_ 96.7 81.3 i01.0 03:59:53 I8-SPT 3 63 4976

i_ 95,9 79.8 79.9 O4:16:49 I8-SPT 4 62 3683
104,7 95.2 71,4 04:41:07 EB-8F 5 _3 15000

_., 96,0 82.4 79.9 05:11:50 OB-SPT 3 _i 3662

I_ 05:26:16 E8-SF 2 24 6000
iO0.5 88.5 43.5

' i00.7 93.8 35.1 07:01:12 EB-SF 2 20 6000

80.7 78.7 5.1 07:26:17 I8-AMTK 2 i0 850

85.2 77.8 14.0 07:54:15 OB-AMTK I 8 68093.6 79.7 75.2 10:12:51 IB-SPT 3 67 3568

84.1 74.3 19.6 12:02:02 OB-AMTK 2 i0 850

._ 102.O 96.5 29.4 12:57:48 NB-SF 2 i 6000

Leq,Ldn,CNEie- 64.5 72.8 72.8 (wi_h Brains)

I'! Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 55.1 63.6 63.5 (without trains)

TRAINS ONLY

Leq(24)- 64.0Ldn- 72,2

CNEL- 72.3
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_. ATSF-SPT FleL'get Noise At_alysis P_lge 87

I_ IIHHll [_epo_:c #260140-1. . June ].g86

J_

Location10,1262SequoiaBlvd.,Tracy
,. O_:oo4/4/a8to13:oo4/5/a8)
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ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis Page 94
_ ' HHMH Report #260160-1 Jupe 19fl6

!.,.! Location 12, 20/_7 Cypross Ave,, Pi_ole
Start 14:00 4/4/86

_I_ 8ENEL Lmax Duration Max at TRAIN NO.' OF NO, OF LENGTH
(sac) LOCOS. CARS (FT)

102.4 95.5 12.3 17:35:31 OB-AMTRAK 1 6109.2 97,4 50.0 19:05:23 OB-FREIGHT 2 12
106.6 98.9 18.6 19:23:19 IB-FREIGNT 2 27 2388

[_ 105.3 97.7 19.3 19:41:14 OB-FREIGHT 2 14 671i05.1 97.4 19.0 21:16:46 OB-AMTRAK 2 ii
t 103.0 96.2 18.8 22:01:24 IB-AMTRAK 1 $

113,2 99,1 75.5 22:39:09 OB-FREIGHT 2 49 4504

Iii. I 99,0 81.4 23:04:10 IB-FREIOHT 3 69 3654
'_ III.i 99,9 89.3 23:54:47 OB-FREIGHT 2 43 4522

115.0 i01.2 146.3 00:49:43 OB-FREIGHT 3 140 8066

_q 104.6 96.0 22.6 01:53:22 IB-AMTRAK 2 9

113.4 98.9 104.4 02:52:38 OB-FREIGHT 2 5162

113.3 99,3 95.1 03:04:33 IB-FREIGHT 3 84 5121

_I! _ 112.3 96,8 90.3 04:43250 IB-FREIGHT 5 61 4400110.5 95.3 99.5 05:46:46 OB-FREIGHT 3 57 4156

105.7 98,1 20.1 O7:35:11 IB-AMTRAK 2 9 J
101.7 96.2 12.3 07:92:46 OB-AMTRAK 1 5

IIi.9 99.7 119.1 O9:22:10 OB-FREIGHT 3 6490110.3 107,2 33.9 12:02:18 OB-AMTRAK 2 II
102.1 95,6 15.3 12:08:51 IB-AMTRAK 1 5

I_q,Ldn,CNEL- 74,2 82.8 82.9 (with tralna)

_ Laq,Ldn,CNEL- 63,7 68.3 68.0 (without trains)

TRAINS ONLY

: ["i Leq(24)- 74.0
Ldn- 82,7

CNEL- 82.8

106.3 100.3 23,0 14100:55 IB-FREIGIIT i 5 428

i'l
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_- ATSF-SPTNergarNoiseAnalysis Page86
IIMMIIRepol!_#2(_0140_I Juna_.1986

I.!

__'_ LocaLion15, 4415JenkinsWy,Richmond
_, (12:004171e6to12:00418186)
,: 90
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ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis Page 97

, ' HMMH Report #260140-1 Ju.e 1986

[,! Location 13, 4413 Jenkins Way, Richmond
Start 12:00 4/7/86

SENEL Lmax Duration Max at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF LENGTH
(sec) LOCOS. CARS (FT)

88.8 82.3 ii.I 12:05:33 IB-AHTRAK i 5
J_
,._ 92.1 85.7 15.3 15:25:19 I8-AMTRAK 2 Ii

96,6 85,5 52.1 15:50:22 IB-FREIOMT 3 47 3358

98.4 90.1 53.5 16:10:29 IB-FREIGNT 3 64 3265
99.3 90.0 73.1 16:48:34 IB-FREIGHT ? 37 3132

94,0 88.7 12.6 17:35:34 OB-AMTR_ 1 5
95.8 89,5 18.9 18:44:59 OB-FREIGHT 4 3 170

97.2 89.3 19.4 21:40:41 OB-AMTRAK 2 ii
!, ,_ 88.7 82.8 ii.I 21:44:19 IB-AMTRAK 1 5
i" 102.4 91.6 53.6 22:45:58 OH-FREIGHT 7 31 2826

_ _ 102.4 92.8 31.9 23:16:55 OB-FREIGHT 6 17 1203

J_ 98,2 82,8 106.6 04:15:59 IB-FREIGHT 4 74 4428
97.7 85.3 54.3 04:49:16 IB-FREIGHT 3 44 2513

_i f_ 100.7 91,i 61.9 05:12:12 IB-FREIGHT 4 56 3386

,;! _ 93.3 88.0 17.8 07:38:70 IB-AMTRAK 2 Ii
i' 95.4 89.8 13.5 07:50:42 OB-AMTRAK 1 5

101.3 91.3 54.8 08:00:57 OB-FREIGHT 4 41 2371
f. 97.6 81.6 89.9 08:10:26 IB-FREIGHT 3 94 2174

J,_ 107.5 95.3 90.3 iO:03:06 OB-FREIGHT 3 90 5630

f 87.4 81.5 9.8 11:58:31 OB-AMTRAK 2 8

95.7 88,7 14.0 11:58:40 IB-AMTRAK 1 5
E

Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 63.5 69.5 69,5 (with trains)

'I'_ Leq,Ldn,CNEL- 52.6 57.9 58.9 (without _ralns)

_iI(_ _i_8 ONLY_ Leq(24)- 63.2
Ldn- 69.1

i CNEL- 69.1

Iq

1.1
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ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis Page 98
J- HMMH Report #260140-I June 1986

C"
I / Location 1&_ A Prospect Ave, Por_ Cos_a

Ldn-67.1 , CNEL-67.3r_

i._ ¢S=nr= II:00 4/7/86) Loq(24)-60.8

Ending Leq LI LIO LSO LgO Date

Hour

i 41,8 55 42 33 31 4/8/76

2 39.3 53 37 31 30 4/8/76
,.j 3 46,0 58 45 31 30 4/8/76

4 66.0 75 46 32 31 4/8/76
5 66.0 79 51 34 32 4/8/76

I_ 6 47.4 56 51 41 34 4/8/76
- 7 45.6 55 48 42 38 4/8/76

8 66.0 80 56 44 39 4/8/76
f_ g 62.0 78 54 45 39 4/8/76
_r_ i0 50.8 61 54 45 39 4/8/76

lZ 65.7 81 55 42 36 418176
12 57.4 68 51 44 40 4/7/86

J_ 13 54.6 60 49 44 42 4/7/86
!i 14 46.7 56 48 42 40 4/7/86

15 56.3 67 54 46 42 4/7/86

J_'_ 16 64.6 77 50 42 38 4/7/86
L,

, 17 63.1 ?4 60 42 38 4/7/86
18 57.7 84 54 43 38 4/7/86

,_ l, 50.2 60 54 4_ 38 4/7/86
iS 20 _o.3 74 _6 4_ 33 4/7/86

21 48.7 62 47 36 33 4/7/86f,! 22 573 67 44 37 35 4/7/86
l_ 23 52.6 62 54 30 33 417186iT 24 63.9 79 53 34 31 4/7/86

W



ATSF-SPT Nerger Noise Analysis Page 99

, IIMHH Repor_ #260140-I Juqe 1986

Location14,4ProspectAve.,PorLCosta
(11:004/7/86to11:0041aleB)
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'" Hour Ending
- o LEO + LI.O o LIO A LSO x 1.90
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ATSF-SPT E1orger Noise Analysis Page 102
, ' ; IIHMII Repert #2d0140-1 June. 1986

[ r
L ,

i.q LocaLion15, 16061SeventhSL,Lathrop
(12:004/7/86 to 11:004/8/86)

,_ 9o-

_ eo

'_ 70 ._,_ -
L! _',

,, v 60'

- _ 50. x-_..
/

[_ /
/

[_ 4o

3O
241 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415161718192021222324

HourEnding
n LEQ + LI.0 o LIO A L50 X L90
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ATSF-SPT Hergor Noise Analysis Page 103
I i HMMH Report #260140-1 June 1986

I_.; Location 15, 16061 Seventh St., Lathrop

S=att 12:00 4/7/86

SENEL Lmax Duration Max at TRAIN NO, OF NO. OF LENGTH(set) LOCOS. CARS (FT)

92.1 76.3 103.0 02:14:06 NB-FREIGHT ? 50 ?
hw

: Leq,Ldn,CNEL 60,7 66.4 66.7 (with trains)
{ LQq,Ldn,CNEL 60,6 66.2 66.5 (wlthou_ trains)

: _.2 TRAINS ONLY
Leq(20)- 43,5

Ldn- 53.5
CNEL- 53.5

!i

_:'.q

I:

13

i'
• i_ _

ii

i

I ]

I
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ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis Page 105J
; ; [[MM|] RepoL't _2601._O-| ,luI1e 1986

Location 16, 904 St:anionSt., SanPablo
(13:oo418186to13:oo4191e8)
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: ATSF-SPT Horger Noiso Analysis Page 106

HMMII Renort #260]140-I Juno 1986

.! Location 16, 904 Stnnrnn St,, San Pablo
Stare 13:00 4/8/86

• ! SENEL [2_ax Dura=ion Max a= TRAIN NO, OF NO. OF HP

(sac) LOCO8. CARS

93,5 83,8 33.6 18:07:41 WB-FREIOI|T 3 16 900096.5 87.3 53.6 19:42;08 WB-FREIGHT 2 35 6000
100,8 95.6 77.6 23:29:28 EB-FREIGHT 2 43 6000

93.1 83.0 38.0 00:38:23 WB-FREIGHT 2 43 6000_ 97.4 89.1 52.4 O2:15:48 EB-FREIGHT 2 32 6000
83.2 78.8 5.1 02:50:25 WB-FREIOHT 2 1 6000

97.4 85.6 68.9 04:17:15 EB-FREIGHT 5 56 15000

; 95.1 90,3 38.8 O5:04:31 EB-FREIGHT 3 23 9000
97.3 96.5 19.0 06:48:22 EB-FREIGHT 3 i0 8000
91.8 94.2 5.9 06:56;34 EB-FREIGHT 2 1 4000

[ --
89.9 89.3 5.6 09:08:39 WB-FREIGHT 2 1 4000

r i_ 101.7 93.2 73.6 12:55:11 EB-FREIGHT 2 54 6000

[_ iaq,Ldn,CNEL 62.6 68.5 68.7 (with trains)
_! Leq,Ldn,CNEL 60,6 64.4 64.7 (without trains)

_ TRAINS ONLY

Leq(24)- 58.2
' Ldn- 66.4

_L

I_ CNEi_ 66.5

t.
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--, ATSF-SPT Hacger Noise Analys_s Page 108

J , I]MHII leport #260140-1 June 1986i I

I r
1.1

17 Location17,800WindwardDr.,Rodeo
(14:oo4/8/e6to_4:oo41_1e6)

_ 90
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HourEnding
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-- ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis Page 109
' HMMH Report #260140-1 June 1986

_ : Locacion 17, 600 Windward Dr,, Rodeo
Start 14:00 4/8/86

SENEL Lmax Duration Hax at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF HP
(see) LOCO8. CARS

; _ 93.1 85.0 80.3 17:55:36 WB-FREIGHT 3 16 9000
:' i_ 82.2 79.4 68.8 19:29:09 WB-FREIGHT 2 35 6000

96.4 88,1 87.9 23:42:43 EB-FREIGHT 2 43 6000

_ "- 92.5 82.9 68.1 00:25:24 WB.FREIOHT 2 43 6000

}_ I_l I00,i 91.5 102.3 02:26:47 EB-FREIOHT 2 32 6000
_; 90,i 83.0 15,9 02:39:06 WB-FREIGHT 2 1 6000

97,0 88.4 149,3 04:28:07 EB-FREIGHT 5 56 15000

94.1 83.5 121.8 05:16:40 EB-FREIGHT 3 23 9000
86.5 76.0 42.1 07:00:08 EB-FREIGHT 3 10 8000
81.6 72.5 16.0 07:08:46 EB-FREIGHT 2 1 4000

I_ 76.6 69.4 iO.0 08:41:41 WB-FREIGHT 2 1 4000
96.7 87.2 60.9 13:10:27 EB-FREIGHT 2 54 6000
88.5 70.i 57,6 13:36:42 WB-FREIGHT 2 25 6000

!_ Leq,Ldn,CNEL 58.4 66.5 66.6 (with trains)
Leq,Ldn,CNEL 54.9 61.8 62.1 (without trains)

TRAINS ONLY

Leq(24) 55.8

Ldn 64.7_ CNEL 64.7

ri i
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; ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis P_ge 112i

'"; IIMHH Report #_60140-I June 1986

,,2 Location 18, 4147 Byron llighway, Byron
Start 13:00 4/8/86

SENEL Lmax Duration Max at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF LENGTII
(s_c) LOCOS, CAR (FT)

i__ 104.4 90.4 120.8 13:25:12 OB-FREIGHT 3 90 .5630106.3 102.8 82.4 15:28:47 IB- FREIGHT A 49 3141

i02,4 86,2 84.1 II:41:20 OB-FREIGHT 3 51 4581
r-

L_

Leq,Ldn,CNEL 68.5 71.8 72.0 (with trains)
,_ Leq,Ldn,CNEL 67.8 71,5 71.7 (without trains)

TRAINS ONLY

Leq(24) 61.2Ldn 61.2

_, CNEL 61,2

i:l
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ATSF-SPT FIerger Noise Analysis Page i14

, t HMMII Report I;260140-I June 1986

J

'7 Location 19, 105 Bay Ave., Hercules
'_' r_ (16:004/9/86 to 16:004110/86)

j j ! 90j80
i:

_:, 70-

i

" 60'

i"
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r,
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?:_ 4o

} ,_, 3O
241 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415161718192021222324

:: fl HourEnding
n LEO ÷ L1.0 o LIO _ 1.50 x L9O
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ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis Page I15
_,, HHMI_Report #260140-i June 1986

rl

II Location19, 103 Bay Av_. Horcule_,j p

Start 16:00 4/9/86

_._ SENEL bnax Duration Max a_
(sot)

[NO SENEL'S MEASURED; THE TRACKS WERE
BLOCKED BY A ROW OF FREIGHT CARS]

Ldn, GNEL 57.8 64.9 65.1 (with trains)
Ldn, CNEL 57.8 64.9 65.1 (wlthou_ trains)

L
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ATSF-SPT He£zor Noise Analysis Pa_.o 117
IIHHH RL_.pot:t #260140-I June 1986

C

!_ Location20,155E.P.Rd.Knightsen
(1_:oo4/9/e6to1_:oo4/lO/O6)
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'_ ATSF-SPT Merger Noise Analysis Page llg
' ' HMMH Report #26OIA0-I June 1986

C"
!f
,,3 Location 20, I_D Eden Plains Rd,, Knightsen

Start 15:00 4/9/86

SENEL Lmax Duration Max at TRAIN NO, OF NO. OF HP
(so=) LOGES. CARS

r _._ i01.i 90.1 57.0 17:08:13 WB-FREIGHT 2 46 6000
,.., 90,6 83.4 17.5 17:35:19 WB-FREIGHT 2 5 4000

90.0 79,5 39.9 18:55:43 WB-FREIGHT 2 54 6000

C_ 88,8 84.5 10.9 18:56:53 EB-AMTRAK 1 5

[_ 95.2 83,6 85.8 18:58:07 WB-FREIGHT 2 54 6000
101.2 98.1 17.1 20:28:17 WB-AMTRAK 2 I0
97.6 87.6 59.0 00:42:24 EB-FREISHT 2 23 6000

j ' 100.7 90.0 58.1 02:25:27 WB-FREIGHT 2 40 6000
96,9 85.4 40,9 04:13:07 EB-FREIGHT 2 26 6000
i00.i 87.3 67.5 05:27:07 EB-FREIGHT 3 50 9000

95,5 85.5 32,4 05:50:44 EB-FREIGHT 2 14 6000

._, 101,5 89.9 79.6 07:25:20 WB-FREIGHT 2 12 6000
93.6 87.4 16.3 08:08:26 EB-FREIGHT 2 7 6000

84.2 79 7 7.8 08:43:32 EB-FREIGHT 2 1 4000!
I[ 92.5 86.8 10.5 09:06:20 EB -_T[_/_ 1 5

93.4 89.7 i0.O I0:48:51 WB-AMTRAK 1 5
95.9 85,4 31.8 ii:00:58 WE-FREIGHT 6 17 14000

_ Leq,Ldn,CNEL 60.7 67,2 67.5 (with trains)
Leq,Ldn,CNEL 50.3 56,4 56.9 (without trains)

TRAINS ONLY

• '_i Leq(24)- 60.3
Ldn- 66.8
CNEL- 67.1
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,_ Local:ion21,865Walnuf,Blvd,Brentwood
(14:oo419188tot4:oo4/lo/a8)
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T.neatlnn Pl, 865 Walnut Bou]evard_ Rr,ntwood
Star_ 14:00 4/9/86

SENEL _nax Duration Max at TRAIN NO. OF NO. OF LENGTH(scc) LOCOS. CARS (FT)
102.5 87.5 197.3 18:48:03 IB-FREIGHT 3 99 8932

-- I01,8 91.7 112.1 05:41:15 IB-FREIGHT 4 82 4947
101.7 96.5 86.3 08:19:56 OB-FREIGHT 3 43 3860

Leq,Ldn,CNEL 58.4 64.1 64.2 (with trains)
Leq,Ldn,CNEL 51.6 56.6 57.1 (withou_ trains)

_ TRAINS ONLY

Leq(24) 57.4

[_ Ldn 63.2CNEL 63.2
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APPENDIX B: PROJECTED CNEL 65 dBA CONTOURS

Appendix B (bound separately) presents the projected noise contours for

I three of the train traffic scenarios that have been evaluated (Cases I, 2
-_ and 4), The techniques used to develop the contours are discussed in

Section 4. The contours were originally drawn on 400 ft/in, scale aerial
photographs, and subsequently transferred to 600 ft/in, base maps tha_ were
obtained from Centre Costa and San Joaquln Counties. The aerial photographs
were used for the purpose of counting houses within the 65 dBA contour.

_ It should be noted that the contours for Case 4 reflect a continuation of¢I
'_ rall traffic on the ATSF line as a "worst case" condition, Because this

would not coincide with the projected increase in traffic on the SPT llne,

buildings located along the ATSF llne outside of the Case 2 contours werenot included in the Case 4 inventory,

A _otal of 52 figures are included which cover most populated areas alongthe corridor. A key map precedes the contour maps.
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